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, Foreword

'Rising costs and draniatic enrollment increases have stimu-.
lated great interest in the year-round use Of campus facilities
and programs.

A 1960 survey of summer sessions by the U. S. Office of
Education identified six academic purposes for which institutions
already offer programs 'during the summer months; accelera-
tion; rehabi'itation (make-up work) ; demonstration of new
program ideas; summer workshops, seminars, institutes, etc.;
enrichment ; and expansion.

Expansionthe last of these purposessuggests in the
most complete sense the concept of what is called the "year-
round" calendar. The Commission on Goals for Higher Education
in the South, which recommended year-round operation of
colleges and universities, explained its use of the term in these
words: fft

Year-round operation is not the same as a summer
school program. It means the Adition of a full fourth
quarter or third semester to the khoolyear. It means
that courses are offered during the summer months on
the same basis as the rest of the year.
The Southern Regional Education Board has followed with

keen interest the efforts colleges and universities' have made.

5
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toward greater activity during the summer months. In view-
of the wide range of opinion regarding the need for college
calendar revision, SREB will continue to promote studies to
shed light on the success of the various proced9res which ase
being tried,

This publication is a provocative review of year-round calen-
dar practices throughout the country as of 1963.- Dr. Sticklerc.;

and Dr. Carothers have expressed clearly their own views on the
subject. Without necessarily subscribing to the opinions here
formulated, the Board invites indyiduals who are int ested
in promoting the best ends of higher education to join he
authors in "looking at what is going on across the nation" in
the area of calendar revision. More than any other current
source on the subject, this analysis. reflects a serious search-
for answers by authors who are themselves involved in their
own institution's calendar revision.

Winfred. L. Godwin
Director,

,Southern Regional.Education Board

iv
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Preface

a At no time in the histdry of higher education in the United
States has there been greater interest in the academic calendar
than at present. Today this interest goes far beyond the relative
merits of the semester system and the quarter system. Rather,
it centers on the year-round' calendall.

For more than a decade educators have known that a
tremendous enrollment increase will hit our colleges and univer-
sities in the middle sixties. Now the time is at hand. In institu-
tions of higher learning all across the land a question of major
concern is this: how can we provide -quality higher education
for these vast numbers of.,qualified American youth?

There is no one .solution to this problem: many thinks will
have to be done. But one partial solution undoubtedly lies in
using college and university campuses on a yearlround basii.

So widespread hi; interest in year-round campus, operations
that the Southern Re)gional Education Board asked the authors
to take a thorough look at what is going on across the nation.
This they have done. More than 50 institutions tknown to be
optrating on year-round calendars were identified.' These insti-

dtutions are listed in the appendix. By means of correspondence,
questionnaires, telegrams, telephone calls or Various combinations
of these, media, the writers have been in contact with- all of

J
v.
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the institutions which constitute the basic pOpulation for this
study. A third of the campuses were visited by one or bOth
of the authors in order that the programs of year-round
oppration in these institutions might be seen first hand.

This report is 'being' prepared in mid-1963. It must be
remembered that many of the plans for yeafrIxound calendars
are relatively new. Many have been in operation only a year
or two; others will not be lauriched until the fall of 1963 or
the fall of 1964 or even later. Dozens of institutions are only
now getting their programs to the blueprint stage; scores of
others are just beginnthg to think about the problem. Because
experience with the new calendars to late is limited, it is too
early to make a careful analysis of year-round campus operations
or to draw definitive conclusions concerning their effectiveness.
Three to fiVe years henceafter, institutions have had more
experience with their new patterns of year-rOund schedulesa
more thoroughgoing study will be in order. This futher study
the writers hope to make at a later date.

Even though experience with year-round calendars is
limited, interest in the subject is great. So the authors offer
this publication as something in the nature of a progress report.
The changing and evolving nature of the subject is reflected
in the titleThe Year-Round Calendar in Operation: Status,' Trends,
and Problems.

Tallahassee, Florida
June, 1963'
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Chapter 1

Why .Year, round
Operation?

Hlrthin the next' 20 years, every college and university in the
United States will either be on a year-round schedule or will make
such acceleration of the college years Possible for those -5-Mdents who
want it, .

Whether or not President Gruson Kirk -of Coluiriloia
University is right in making the above prediction rerRains to
be seen ; in making it, however, he reflects the extensive in-
terest in year-round academic calendars which is evident today
in higher education circles: Reasons offered for lengthening

.the school year may be divided into two major categories:

.educational and administrative.'

EDUCATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS(/

Among the educational reasons for moving intoiyear-round
campus operation, are the following:

1. nowledge is expanding at an explosive rate; colleges
and uni ersities need more time to dear with it effectively.

2. Because Of the. explosion of knowledge, curriculaespeci2.
ally graduate ana professional curriculaare getting longer
and longeN if the year-round calendar will shorten this oc:ierall

I
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educational process and get the graduate into his life Work
earlPer, it should 'be given serious consideration.

--/ ill, 3. General-liberal education alone or specialized-graduate:
.prdfessional educ'ation alone is no longer 'enough; to live ef-
fectively in today's world one must have both, and that takes
time. Yet Litchfield contends that under a year-round, academic
calendar "both A liberal and a professional' education often.can
be acquired within the time span formerly devoted to sine or
the other.'

. 4. Year-round campus operation evokes greater seriousness
of purpose on the part of the student. It advances the view-
that time is a precious human resource. It provides a better
opportunity for the student to move through his educational
program at an accelerated speed if he wishes to do so.,

Chancellor Litchfield of the University of .Pittsburgh .Sum-
marizes as follows the educatibnal reasons for introducing the',
year-round' calendar in that institution:

We believe that such a 'calendar makes possible a more
complete education, provides a more flexible means of
coping with the expansion of knowledge, and encourages.
the entry of people intoprofessional life at an. earlier

.and more productive age.', .
; .

1
1

. ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS .

Representatives of the institutions included in this study
agree in, general that there are ood and logical educational
reasons for goingtoyear-round op ation. In the main, however,
these representatives see the administrathe reasons for the
full-year calendar as far- more compelling.

AdministratiV'e advantages of year -round operation emerge
from the following lines of reasoning:

1. The long talked-about. "tidal wave of students" is now
beginn'ing to move in; soon it will be at flood stage. In several
.statesFlorida and California, for' example-the number of
college students will snore than double between now and 1970.
In Florida the number will more than triple by 1975: The year-
round calendar provides a,better.vehiple for dealing With these
vast numbers of students.,

,
i

2. College and university physical plants are already being
heavily used. Dormitories are filled; classrooms, laboratories,

.,

2 ' s
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and libraries are more crowded tharr ever before. Year-round
operation enables an institution of higher education fo increase
substantially the utilization of both its academic and its non-

2 academic space. .

3.' There is already a Shortage of well-qualif ied faculty
_members, and the situation regarding demand and supply of
college and university teachers is almost sure "to get worse
before it gets b.etter,Nobociy claims that coNge faculty mem.

' hers- can teach "around thecalendar" year after year, but
there is reason to believe that the year-round. schedule is one
way of making already- limited faculty resourcesgo further.
Over a pel'iod of years it will undoubtedly enable the well-
qualified faculty 'member to come in contact with more students
than would otherwise be possible:

.144.' "Not only will year-round operation enable the college to
serve- more Rudents, the services can be Ruvided at lOwer cost
pp. student. With careful management substantial savings will
bpi possible. Longer student-room rentals per year will amortize
dOrmitory indebtedness faster. Better utilization of facilities over
a. greater number of weeks per year will substantially reducfr
over a period of years the amount of_capital outlay reqUiredst.9.

erate the institution. Although it is difficult at this stage of
full 2sc iZdule development to quantify th'eeconomic advantages-
of the year-round calendar, there is reason to believe that these

iiintages are considerable. The financial implications of year -
---..rround -Operation will be discussed at length in Chapter'3.

Litchfield summarizes the administrative reasons for mov-
ing to year-round operation in these word's:

In general we can say that if were to meet the needs
,of the coming generation of students-Ne must make our
resources,go further by more intensive use. Failure to
do so -rneans-either a poorer: quality of education for a
large number of students Or refusal on our part to
educate many young people who are qualified for an
education. In our view neither alternative is likely to
help our nation . .

0THEkCONSIDERATIONS
At Wast two other points figure in the rationale' for a

year-round academic calendar. First, our nation today confronts

3 13
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world -wide responsibilities greater than were ever faced before.
Busy minds, greater resp-e`ct for time, and deep concern for the
full use of humAn abilities and resourcesall concomitants for
year-round campus operationswill put America in abetter 'posi-

A
tion successfully to discharge those yesponsibilities.

Finally, year-round operation brings educational institutions
into line with the pace of the tin-teq, The unhurried academic
life of yesteryear grew out of an agrarian society. This leisurely
pace, interspersed with long vacations can no longer be justified.
The times demand a quickening of pace in our .colleges and uni-
versities to bring them into step with the pace of our national
life. Year-roUnd campus operation is one way of meeting this
demand,

4:
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Chapter 2

The Year-round Campus.
Calendar: Status, Trends,
Problems

__,_. __-iWHAT CONSTITUTES YEAR-ROUNN?
- ., ----

It is generally agreed that in order-- ford college or university
to be on a year-ronnd c

,-.._

alendar it--nust be 4n siession at least
40 weeks per year. The current study shows the actual range
of year-round operations to vary from 40 to 1: weeks per calen-

i ,...- .

dar 'year. But beyond this general ag 4,",!...11,1 .tai ng the
time requirement, confusion exists as to wha .A.Znstitutes a
year-round calendar. Tickton, implies that a callege or university
has achieved year-round opekation when its program permits

. . . the student who desires to do so to earn his B.A.
degree in three rather than the usual four calendar
years (or to earn a B.A. in a work-study program,
or a master's degree in a shorter period of time than
would otherwise be possible) without requiring him
to carry more than a "normal" full-time Course load.'

The present writers accept this as a minimal definition but in
so doing point out that accordingoto this vie*/ a large number
of institutions are already on year-round operation and that

15
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. .some of them have been operating on such calendars for
several decades.

More recent views concerning year-round operation go be-
yound this definition, contending That it is not enough merely

( to provide the arangemvnts and program that make possible the
completion, of a baccalaureate degree program in three years ;
rather a-true year-round operation must include an agressive ef-
fort to stimulate enrollments in periods of the year in which here-
tofore thq facilities of the institution have not been utilized for
academic Purposes to substantial capacity.

These more recent views may be summarized in the follo-
ing definition: a year-round campus operation Is one which
(1) permits a student to enter the institution at the beginning
of any term, to pursue a normal program'of studies in the usual
sequencewithout encountering undue scheduling difficulties,
and, if he wishes to do so, to earn his baccalaureate degree in
three calendar years without requiring him to carry more than
a normal course load; (2) encourages and stimulates summer
enrollment by both new and former students; and (3) follows
practices and policies which are calculated to move the institution
rapidly in the directiOn of approximate equalization of enrollment
in all periods.

Although complete interchangeability of terms Is not .in
all cases a sine qua non for j full-schedule calendar, it is highly
desirable; the optimum or ideal year-roUnd operation is charac-
terized by terms of equal length, equal character, equal status,
approximately equal admissions, approximately equal enroll-
ments, and equal pay-per-term for members of the, faculty and
staff. It shottld be noted that these charackeristics set forth
the conditions for opgmuM" ydar-round operation. This does
not mean that each conditio1 must' be met in full- in order to
make a full - schedule calendar feasible. It doesmean that the effi-
ciency of year-round operation will be senhanced to the degree
that these optimum or idea.] conditions are met.

This study involves institutions representing the entire
spectrum of colleges and universities included in the above defi-
nitions. The authors think it fair to indicate,, however, that they
believe the newer type programs will emerge and prevail as the'
basic models for future' year-round campus operations.

6
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STATUSOF THE YEAR-ROUND CALENDAR
6

How-goes the year-round calendar ? What are the principal
patterns? Are these programs prospering, holding their own,
or faltering? ,-

.An part; Unswers to these questions depend on the choice
of definitions`noted earlier. If the minimal definition is adcepted,
then. year-roupckalendars are, common and have been in opera-
tion for a long. time. Four-quarter and two-semester-plus-
summer-session systems have been used for decades. But effor
at more intensified and balanced year-round operations are
fairly recent,

Variations in academic calendars are legion. In the main,
however, year-round catendars are of four basic types:

1: Two-semester-plus-summer-session calendar. :About silC
oueof seven American-institutions of higher educatiOn operate
on tie semester szystem' Large numbers of these institution's,
e'Speially the public ones,i also add summer, sessions varying in
totd1, length from 6 to 12 weeks. Altogether the institution.
may be in session 40 eo 48 weeks within a calendar year. This
type of calendar falls within the mini definition set fort*
earlier and merits inclusion in this stu . It should be noted,

that in this calendar the summer session are generally
,"different." They are shorter than the other terms; the aca-
demic pace is irregular; the curriculum is usually curtailed; and
.many of the regular faculty members are off campus. Summer
enrollment is freqUently only a fourth to 'a half of the regulaN
rall enrollment Land the offerings cater largely to ".mature'
students, public school teachers, and graduate students. It most
-cases the summer session does not mesh with the regular pro-
gram; it is a sort of academic appendage. So while the two-
semester-plus-summer-session calend meets the, minimum
definition of year-round operation, it does not meet or even
approach the optimum conditions for operating a year-round
academic calendar mentioned earlier in this chapter.

2. Fou-quarter calendar. The; second most commonly used ,

Calendar is the quarter calendar. /Typically, this system provides
for three regular, quarters per year plus a fourth quarter which
constit tes the Summer session, But the summer quarter shares

of the weaknesses of the summer session in the two-
,,.seue_ster--plus-summer-sessiou carendar: it is "different. If this

7
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summer quarter were revamped, however, if it were made an
integral part of The regular academic program, audit' it were
to cater to the regular undegraduate student clientele, it might
very well serve the purpose of rounding,out a full-blown year-
round calendar. Few institutions currently operating on the
four-quarter *calendar yet meet the ,ioptimum conditions for
year-round operation. Some, however, are moving toward that
goal. The pqtential, of full-blown year-round operation under
the tour-quarter calendar is clearly present'

3. Four -term calendar. This comparatively new 'Calendar is
similar to ,the four-quarter year-round calendar except for one
basic difference: academic credit is granted in semester hours
rather than in quarter hours. Under this calendar classes typi-
cally meet 75 Minutes per period for 10 weeks rather than 50
minutes per period for 15 weeks as is the case under the semester .

sxsten. Active effort is made to upgrade the status and
character ,of the summer terms and to increase enrollments,,
sharply in the summer sessions. The Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity and Shippensburg (Pennsylvania) State College are ex-
amples of institutions operating under this type of calendar.*

4. Three-trimester calendar. The trimester calendar is an-
other fairly recent arrival ona, the academic scene. Although
of doubtful etymological authenticity, the word "trimester"
seems to co
is here tq st
a: modifieatio
calendar is
or near-equal
part of the t
tutions now
of Pittsburih

How man
Year- round, tale
it is not an eas
40 or more we
fpr a student to omplete the bachelor's d ree in three year)
is accepted, the umber oUnstitutions o year -round operation
is large aed their cumulative experienc long. Literally, hun-

'dreds of colleges nd universities orierFe on the two-semester-
In the discussion .ch follows the four-term calendar is considered to be a four- ,

quarter calendar.

8
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vey the intended meaning; apparently the word
y.. Under the trimester plan, which basically is 1.

of the semester plan, the year-round academic.,
mposed of Tee- 15-16 week terms, all of equal
length. The summer trimester is an integral,
tal academic calendar. Among the major insti-
ing the *trimester calendar are the University
nd all of the state universities .of Florida.
colleges , and universities currently operate on
dar.s? This j8 a common and fair question but
one to answer. If the min al definition (i.e.,
s of classes per dalendl year and provision
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/
plus-summer-session system, while several scores of institutions

/
use the Your-quarter system. Only a handful of institutions at

/

present,-however, use the four-term system which awards credit
in semester hours. Fewer than three dozen colleges and univer-
sities have the trimester calendar in actual operation. It is'
not surprising that the number of institutions operating on the
four-term-with-semester-credits-system and on the trimester
system is still relatively small; in general these calendars are
relatively new ph omena on the American academic scene.

Whatever the umber of full-schedule calendars may be,
the subject of year- ound campus-Operation is very much alive
and a state of ferment, and the number of year-round in-
stitutions is steadily, i creasing. Several institutions which have
not yet gone 'to year- ound operation have made their bask
deCisions f8r later imp mentation. Many other institutions
scores if not hundreds re exploring the possibility and feasi-
bility of year -round camp s calendars.

,
TRENDS IN YE R-ROUND OPERATION

Although the newer co terns for year-round operation are
. only now. beginning to take\ substantial form, certain trends
seem already to be emerging. \

_ The chief trend is toward more intensified, better balanced,
and more unified year-rotind programs. Although few if any
institutions yet meet in full the criteria of optimum conditions
(I.e., terms of equal- Itngth, equa character, equal status, ap-
proximately equal admiSsions, app ximately equal enrollments, .

and equal pay-per-term), more and more colleges-and universities
: are moving toward th se goals.

The most far-rea ing changes are being made in the sum-
.

mer terms. Aggressi e efforts are being made to upgrade the
summer sessions 'and, to equate them with the other terms of
the traditional ac mic year The' end goal is to make the
summer-tern interc ngeable. with my other term. The hope is
to create a. .single, ntegrated, unified year-round program, a
sort of seamless ga ment in which the various terms are inci-
dental divisions for convenience,

[ - .

Many induceme is are.heing used to increase summer en-
rollments. Among he inducements revealed by this' study are
the following: entr nce into the program at the beginning of

9
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any tern), (including sumrar) ; acceleration of .the academic,
program and graduation with the baccalaureate degree in three.

:years, or less; 'pre-registration for the whole year; slightly
lower 'admission requirements for the summer' term; remedial
work in the summer term only; required summer attendance
for audents on probation; an outstanding fine arts program in
the summer onlyincluding well-known guest artists, a sym-
phony orchestra, and Broadway and Hollywood stars of stage,.
'screen,` and television; a summer program in "rapid reading;;.;
split summer trimesters; reduced tuitign for the 'summer term;
lower room rentals in dormitories during the summer sesSions;
foreign travel and study; better summer curricular offerings;
staggered or assigned admissions for students who meet the
usual requirements but who cannot be admitted in the fall;
college housing priorities; and air-conditioned academic space
and living quarters. As institutions get more experience with
year-rbund operations, still other inducements will undoubtedly
be i.n,Vented to lure',more students, especially more under-
graduates, into attendin college durink the summer months.

Although, in general, instructional methods seem to,.be
basically unchanged under the year-round calendar, certain
trends seem to,be emerging with regard to instruction-related
practices. There is a generaljy quickened academic pace: this'
is 1.efleCted by longer class periods over fe er weeks per term.
Final examination periods are being telesc ped saild sometimes
are eliminated completely with the final test being' given during
the last meeting(s) of the class. In general, registration periods
are shorler and pre-registration is increasi gly common under
full-schedule calendars.

, -
Extracurricular activities are probably receiving less, stu-

dent patronage in those institutions operating under intensified
year-round calendars. In some cases the inst c utions have some-
what curtailed extracurricular offerings. M re frequently the -

full complement of - extracurricular activities is offered but
relatively fewer students participate. Studen frequently state
they are simply too busy with academic matters to participate
in extracurricular affairs.

Although as yet it can scarcely be called "a trend, there is
some evidence, of increasing acceptance of the rinciple of equal
pay fol. equal periods of faculty time,- numb of institutions.

10
r
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already have adopted this principle and hay it in operation.
.The number seems to bb growing. The preseriewriters consider
acceptance and irnplerrientation _of the principle of equal pay for
equal work to be an absolute necessity for the long-term success
of any program of year-rdund 'operation. 44?"

It is too early to be sure about the matter, bnt the erherging
trend in year-round operation seems to be toward -tbe trimester
calendar. Data 'from this study. seem to, justify, this tentatit.
conclusion. Easton of Rutgers University, by analyzing-tahl
mathematical models for year-round operation, slaws that in
terms of faculty use, use of acilities, student capacity, anct cost
the trimester calendar is the most efficient system yet devised:7
Nelson Associates in their report to the State Vfiversity of
New York note:

The superior efficiency of ,the balanced trimester
as compared to the; balanced quarter plan can, be traced
essentially to the fact 'that one and one-half academic
years can be actommo4ted in one calendar year under
the trimester plan while only one and 'one -third academic
years can be accommodated in one calendar year under

-:"the quarter plan!'
Hungate and McGrath strongly recommend a trimestere

three-year degree program.'
Grayson Kirk, who was quoted at the beginning of this

publication as saying "within the next 20 years, every college/
and university in the United States will . . . be on a year-round
schedule . rt.," is quoted later in the same news story as saying
that ultimately the ". . . 2,000 colleges and universities in the

-country 'will 'come to the trimester plan'three academic pbriods
-year-round instead of two semesters for eight months."

There are at leapt two compelling reasons for believing
that the trimester calendar will emerge as the modal plan for
year-round campus operation. ,First, as has just been noted,
Easton and Nelson Associates present evidence to show that
it Ilk the most effieftnt system. Second, since. the trimester
plis actually a ,variation of the regular semester calendar,
it is. a relatvely simple matter to shift from a semester to a
trimester operation. Nearly 85 per cent of America's colleges
and universities currently use the semester caldndar; this

11
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fact will' undoubtedly prove important as institutions move
toward 'new-type year-round coperation.

Actually, the particular, type of plan is not of major- im-
portarice "knd itiis not likely that any one plan will emerge at
least in the foreseeable future. If the optimum conditions can
be metterms of equal lengtt, equal character,- equal status,
approximately equal admissions, approximately tfqual enroll-
ments,' and equal pay. for equal work for faculty,--any one
of several types of year-round. calendar is likely to opetate
successfully.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED"WITH YEAR-ROUND OPERATION
Year-round operation Psolves some "problemsl it creales

"others: In this section" are considered a number of problems
related to the full-schedule calendar.
Educational Problems

Some of these problems are eelucational in character. For
example, as yet the educat.ional effects of longer-periOd-shorter-
term operations of extended duration have-not been adequately-,
appraised. Will comp;ession of the same amour\ tqq work into
a shorter span of time constitute an "overload': and result in
poorer quality of work? Nor his the effect of intensive and
continuous year-round operation on the long-range' quality of
higher education been adequately. deterrhined. Is the hurried
atmosphere of the year-round calendar conducive te superior
scholarship? Will lowering the average np, of completion of
each degree result in less mafthity and. adversely influence the
quality of academic work And what about. the total research
effort of the college or university? Whether it is enhanced,
unaffected, or diminished by yeat-round operation is not yet
fully known. These problems do not seem to indicate inherent M.

characteristics of year.round operation 'which would reduce
educational quality; in fact, preliminary and incomplete evidence
sems to shOw no deleterious effects upon the total educational
effort of an institution. But moremuch Moreevidence is
needed: these problems. should. be studied intensively and
head on.

,/Administrative Problems
Also, there, are administrative problems. Undoubtedly the

most difficult of these administrative problems is that of get-
,
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ting faculty members to teach and students, especially under-
gradua*Atudents, to go to school in the summer time. Tradi-
tional patterns of college attendance 'are deeply ingrained in
faculty, students, parents, and the various academic publics

, all resist change. Eric Walker, the president of Pennsylvania
State University, refers to this custom of going to school (hiring
the winter months but not during the summer months as "an
American folkway." Yet, unless the summer term is attended
in stride,by quantities of regular students, there is no real
year-round operation regardless of the name given to the

pr calendar. Relif for this problem may be in sight. Pressures
for admission within the next few years will undoubtedly force
many students to go to college whenever they can, including
the summer session. But for the next few yearsuntil the flood
tide of students engulfs our campuses and makes summer at-
tendance virtually obligatorythe problem of recruitment for
the summer`umme session will continued be real and difficult.

Under a year -round calendar there is, as has-been indicated,
a general speed-up of institutional operations. Things move at
a faster pace. The admissions office works longer and harder;
another registration period pis necessary; more grades must be
distributed; possibly another %commencement exercise will be
arranged. Business operations are intensified and more exten-

'-';`3ive; student personnel workers have more to do; housing and
feeding services have mote customers and a longer work year.
The problem of maintaining the physical plant is made more
difficult When there is less _time with students off campus.
Classroom" and dormitory painting, building renovation, street
alterations, and the like are not as easy to schedule and carry
out. These problems attendant to the general speed-up of year-
round ope.tation are by no means insurmountable but they must

. be taken into account.
Then, too, there are financial problims with which the ad-

ministration must necessarily be concerned. Sufficient funds
must ,be obtained for equitable term-to-term year-round opera-,
,tion. Money may come from more students paying more tuition
and fees, from additional legislative. appropriations in the case
of public institutions, from other sources, or from various com-
binations of these sources, but it Must be forthcoming. The
finaricial implicationg of year-round operation will be discussed
al length in Chapter 3.
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Problems Associated with the ;Faculty
Special problems may be encountered With regard to the

faculty. In some cases there will be recruitment problems. Some
potential faculty members simply will not. like the year-round
calendar and will not be attracted to itat least untg it becomes
far more common than at present. Others will not like the salary
provisions of the full-schedule plan, especially if it involves a
system of pay other than,,that- of equal pay for equal work.

Under the traditional academic calendars different 'faculty
member§ have used the summer months in different ways.
Some have taught in summer sessions in other institutions;
year-rOund operation may preclude this practice or at- least
make it moreMfficult in the future. Young faculty members
not yet holding the doctorate frequently continue graduate
study during the summer months; thiS may not be so easy to
plan under the year-round calendar. Many professors use the
summer for intensive and sustame research; year:round oper'a-
tionAnay in some cases neCessitate'teaching instead. For college
teachers summer taw has traditionally been travel and vacation
time; in some Casa this may love' to be changed. And in the
long haul year-round operation may produce very real problems
with regard to family vacations, especially in families hiving
school-age children.

Educators, even under the familiar calendars, have ever
been able to agree as to what constitutes an adequate a d ap-
propriake workload for a faculty meniber. Under yea -round
operation the problem of faculty workload is intensifie . How
much should a typical. faculty member teach per ter ? How
much faculty research should be expected? What abo t other
faculty responsibilities committee work, service activit es, con-
sulting, and the like? What should be the length of t e work
year for the facultythree quarters out of four, two tr mesters
out of three, individually-negotiated leave, or no limitations at
all on employment and workload peg calendar year ?* Ands
'sabbatical or other regular leave even ma& important under
year-round operation than it is under the traditional calendars?

In connection with this study one of the authors visited an institution which has no
limitation op continuous work and, or year-round employment. for facility members. A professor-
friend seemed to be speaking for many of his colleagues when he said. "We are rapidly
becoming a tired faculty But the pay is good!" May it be that faculty membersat least in
same caseswill have to be protected from themselves in tlps matter of faculty workload
and faculty pay?
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It is entirely possibleand highly desirable fora year-round
operation to be successfully installed without requiring year-
round teaching on the part of. individual faculty members. The
institution, not the indiyidual,college teacher, operates on a
ye ?r -round basis. .

IN Also, it is to be noted again that adequate and equitable
pay for fAulty members constitutes a probleffi. In this con-
nection current ,prirctices varywidely. Some institutions,have--
established the principle of equal pay for, equal periods of
service, but most institutions ptry less for the summer session
than for the other terms even though all terms are of the - .

same length. Faculty members have difficulty ih reconciling r
such discrepancies.' Problems such as these ought to be resolved
on a fair and equitable tiasis; the riters believe that the
solution lies in aceeptance of tire principle of equal pay. for
equal work.

Problems Associated with Sudents
Students also have their problems with regard to year-

round operation. First, there is the problem of articulating
transfers between/high school and cbllege, Vetween junior college
and senior institution, and between one senior institution and
another. When different, institutions have different calendars,
the starting dates. may not articulate, and time lapses may
ensue. This becomes a particularly important problem When
an institutidn is trying to equalize admissions and enrollments
from term to term. A .partial solution may be found in making
provisions-for "trailer" groups. At least two institutions operat-
ing' on the trimester calendar employ thetotraile principle.
The winter trimester begins in early January but in _order to
pick up .mid-year high school graduates these colleges, s
"trailer" sections in February. (carrying an accelerated ,and

'reduced load for a shorter period of time). In like fashion the
spring or summer trimester begins in latpril but in order to
pick 'up the May -Junecrop ,of high school graduates additional
"trailer" sections are started in June.. By the next trimester
in each cue the "trailer" student is placed in a'regular schedule.

Ment1/2Oned earlier is the problem of getting students to go
to school in, the summer. How can the school-going habits of..
students be changed? The lure .of acceleration has been and is'.
being used, but so far this inducement does not affect large

'
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numbersat least a large proportion-- ef college students. When
rthe.pressure for admission reaches flood-tide proportionPes it
will within the next very few yearsthe problem of summer
attendance may be solved for students; tliey will go., to school
when they can. Until then the,summer attendance, especially for
undergraduates, is and probably will remain a problem. -

There is also the probleT of length `of school year . for
individual students. Should college attendance be continuous or

/ intermittent? In this connection different institutions encourage
different, practices among students. For example, three liberal
arts colleges included in this study make year-round attendance
highly attractivealmost mandatory. They make it clear to
entering students that one program is' involyed, that it should
be' considered as a v4ole,. and that continuous 'attendance is
highly desirable and ordinarily expected. The total .program
may include. work terms, terms for travel abroad, terms. for
independent study and. research, and the likebut pit is one
program and thelKudent ordinarily should not enter it unless
he expects to go straight through. In other institutionsaccel-
erated 'attendance is endolliaged but ,not- required. In still
othqrsand especially in public institutionsattendande is -op-
tional on the part of the student but it is hoped that attendance
will be staggered so that the various terms will be characterized
.by approximately equal admissions and /approximately equal en-
rollments: Surely, asceleration by, the student is not a,necessity
to successful year-roundOperationl the central feature is balance
by means of equal term enrollments, whether the student be
accelerating or attending cm a "normal" but. staggered! schedule.
A year-round calendar shobld permit a student to accelerate
but except in special cases like-those of the liberal arts colleges
noted above-he should not be required to do so.

As pressures for admission increase, a new dimension
may be -added to thifi514515.1eTtt. In the foreseeable futuie it
is entirely possible that some institutionsespecially public
institutions in rapidly growing stateswill fijid it necessary to
schedule college attendance in advance on an assigned and
staggered basis. In such a case he institutidn may consider
the wishes of the student, but the option for the final, assign-
anent will likely rest with, the institution. This procedure may
I nearer at hand than most people would think. ,

J
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There may be a problein in some cases regarding student
course-load. As noted earlier, the academic pace in year-r nd
operation is fast. Perhaps most students will be able to h e
a "normal" course-load and make normal progress with it.
Some, however, may wish to reduce their course-loads,atleast.
until they get their "academic legs" under them and gain a
feeling of confidence that they c 1.4...proceed satisfactorily with
the usual course-load.

The extracurricular program has already beer? mentioned.
What about social, cultural, athletic, and other non-class ac-
tivities? Under the year-round calendar will it be "business as
usual"? Can a student expect to move at the ;faster academic
pace derranded' by the full-schedule calendar and yet participate
in extracurricular 'activities on the scale to which he has been
accu onst ',.....iecI? Answers,' of course, will differ with individual
students. Some will be able to take both the year-round cur-
riculum and extracurrjcular activities in stride. Probably most
students, however, will find it necessary to cut back somewhat
on participation in the extracurricular program. .

Financial problems for students may attend year-round
campus operation. Full-schedule operation- in itself will not

, increase t overall cost of a college education; in fact, it may
re uce e .total cost somewhat. But if the student wishes to
acce ate, the year -round calendar will necessitate more con-
centrated spendingQver a shorter time span. In this case,
however, the student will complete his college education sooner
than is usual and enter into- his life work at regular earning
capacity at an earlier age. 'Sortie students will elect to borrow
money and stay in college for longer stretches of time. Most
institutions which have gone to yea -round operation in recent
years have found it advantageous to increase rather sharply their
student loan funds. On the other hand, however, the 'Student
who must interrupt his college work to earn money for college
,expenses may find the year - 'round calendar to be an sset. In-
stead of competing with large numbers-of other colleg students
for summer employment he may find itto.his adv ntage to
attend the summer term and to work during some o er term
when temporary jobs,are more readily available and when pay
is possibly better. In any event, the student's finances for
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his total college education are not adversely affected under the
year-roupd plan.

Economic 'Problems for Institutions
Many economic problems for institution's' of higher education

are involved in full- schedule campus operation. But that is the
subject -of the next section of this publication. In Chapter
3 the financial implications of the year-round calendar will be
Considered in detail.

18
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Financial Implications
Year-round Operation

,

Relatively "few institutions of higher education have ad:
justed their calendars and their policies in such a way, as to hope

for optimum use of their faculties and physical' facilities. Within
this group, a much small number hive operated under their
.changed programs long enough for accurate statistical data
raiding to thefinancial aspects of year-round operation to be
available. It is /VA feasible to give "before and after" compara-
tive costs for these institutions either separately or as a group.
Neither is it possible to make meaningful financial comparisons
between this group and ,other institutions operating on the
traditional calendars. As noted in the previous chapter, one
reason for this difficulty is the fact that no completely satisfac,
tory identification of "year-round institutio4' has yet been
made. This chapter on financial implications of year-round
operation, must necessarily depend largely on subjective judg-
ments of individual faculty members.and administrators, faculty
committees, and consultants who have had experience with new
programs or .who have gien considerable thought and study
to the subject.

Within the framework-noted above, an effort will be made
to identify the factors which hdve important financial relation-
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ships and to estimate insofar as possile the quantitative im-
portance of'these factors. First, a number of opinions from
printed and unprinted articles and committee reports will be
considered. Second, similar responses were solicited from each
of the more than 50 institutions included in this study; a
summary frorri these interviews and questionnaires will be
presented'. Third and finally,.the writers, will then summarize
a number of their own views which. have grown out of this
study.,

WHAT OTHERS HAVE SAID.
A number of writers have presented evidence that sub-

stantial economies are possible in shifting to year-round opera-
tion. Some operating costs will change iousiderably while others
will change very little or not at all. The increase in.productivity
in most situations will npre than compensate for the increase ,

in cost. Theprospects for savings in capital outlay for buildings
are even more promising.

Hungate and McGrath point out the -importance of the
financial implica'tions of year-round !operation:

The authors beliee. that educational rather than
fiscal matters should receive primary consideration in
any revision of the academic calendar, but potential'
savings cannot be regarded as inconsequential. The
fourteen-week trimester plan will result in substantial
economies in operating:costs and material increases in
teachers' salaries."
The proceedings of the trimester conference held at the

University of Pittsburgh in 1960 include the following statement:
The financial aspects of the trimester plan were not

of primary concern at the outset of the program. It was
estimated that the added costs of trimester operatibn,
i.e.,, teaching salaries; salaries for extra' clerks in the
registrars office, etc., would total about ten, to fifteen
thousand dollars more than would be received from
tuition. This situation would seem, at first gla ce, to W
represent a less;. but actually, regardless of in it
resulted in more efficient use of plant, and adminis _

tive' personnel. The actual additional income from
tuition and fees,Was $868,000 against added costs of
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$475,000 This represented a net excess of income over
expense of $393,000 which contributed to the reduction
of oVerhead,"
Others haVe made similar estimates of 'oft overall financial

implications. For example, McKenna emphasizes the possibility
of saiings in plant maintenance cost.

Because the physical plant of the college or uni-.
versity is an impergonal aspect of the progrjm, it is
readily adaptable to year-round operations. Whether or
not the institution is on.a year-round basis, it is esti-
mated that 35 per cent of the plant costs are fixed."
A Wisconsin study calls attention to the probability that

additional tuition and fees would exceed additional operating
expense. °

While the committee ,(at the University of Pitts-.
burgh) recognized that .financial implications of a tri-
mester operation would be difficult to forecast, it stated
that a trimester calendar will have effect in three
areas income from tuition-, annual operating expenses,
and capital expenditures, the latter mainly for faculty
offices and laboratories. Financial statistics provided,
Indicate that additional income from tuition and fees-
would exceed operating expenses; even if student enroll-
ment in the third trimester were only one -third as large
as one of the then current semesters."
A number of institutions have given serious thought to

year-round operation but have made a negative decision or have
delayed the implementation of an affirmative deeision'..because
of the fact that year-round operation will undoubtedly cost more
money. In most of these cases, attention has been called to the
fact -that while gross operating costs will be increased, the
unit-cost (e.g., per student-credit-hour) will almost certainly
be decreased. Even when this has :been clearly recognized,
delay' has been necessary until increased financial support could
be secured, either from legislatures in the cases of public in-
stitutions or from contributing agencies and individuals in the
case of private institutions. The following quotation will illus-
trate the point:

No one should assume that a revised cal dar will
lower the operating budget of Ohio Univerai On the'
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contrary, tlWamount of money retmired to operate the,
University for a 'calendar year will increase. It will in-
crease not because of the existence of, a new calendar,
but because of the increased educltional services of-
fered by the Univvrsity:lIn, the long, run, the year-
round program should provide an education at a saving
in per- student cost, but in the'short run such a program
can in implemented only if substantially larger appro-
priations are provided."

.

Faculty Salaries
A benefit almost certain to accrhe from year-round campus

operation is better annual salaries for faculty members.
Hungate and McGrath have stated that ,"the fourteen-

'week. trimester will. result in . . material increases in teachers'
salaries." ,

McGrath believes that "a properly designed ,,three -term
academic year can provide a 20 to 30 per centincreae in faculty
income and "still leave adequate time for scholarly.activitie and
recrbation.""

Easton estimated that "tel. hing salaries will increase 30
per cent" (in changing froma two-semester year with a modest
summer school program to year-round operation).".

Cost of Current Operation
HuAgaterandM'obrath used a hypothetical college with 1,200

students on a two-semester plan and estimated the increases in
cost in moving to a proposed three- trimester program.' They
assumed that 'a large majprity of students would be in con-
tinuous attendance for the three-year period required to earn
the baccalaureate degree. The total annual cost for operation
increased from $1,440,000 to $1,799,640, an increase of nearly
25* per. cent. According to their estimates, certain categories
of expense' increased as follows:

.Alumni. office, 1oace, watchman, insurance,
interest Na change

Publicity, public relations, and information . 5%
Most aspects of general administration,

publications, utilities, group s, roads, walks . 10%
Administration of student of airs, general

institutional expense . ...... 15%
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issions, registrar, plat ment, student
rganizations, maintenan e and repair of

buildings
Staff benefits in student syVices and in

,20%

plant operation. and main en nce 25%,
Student advisement ; testing; salaries; supplies \

and expense ;'equipment in in truction and
departmental research;. libra \,y salaries; books, \
periodicals ; administration, su el-Vision, and

.operation of buildings; infirmary services . 33 rkr
Hungate and McGrath, indicate th , if in error, their

mates may have been too high. The fo lowing note of cau4qn
is added: "These estimates represent th subjective judgment,
of the writers and in some instance§ have probably been placed\
at higher.figures than later experience w uld require.'

After presenting the above estimates H ngate and McGrath\
call attention to the fact that increased prod ctivity more than
compensated for the increased costs. They sa A

, The unit expenditure falls therefore t .7.49 per
student semester hour, a decrease of 6.3 per cent . .t. .

The reduction in unit cost may . .. be supplemented by
i ortant savings of capital outlay for additional plant,
an uch savings may be greatly augmented by more
effect e utilization of resources. There will also be
net adva ages in full-year operation of auxiliary activi-
ties such dormitories, dining hails, and the book-
store.'
Rauh attempted a similar analysis of possible savings. for

Antioch College.
Certain fixed costs in the educational budget are

independent of both the number of students and the
length of the academic year. Typical examples of these\
fixed costs are insurance, debt charges, past-service
retirement supplements, heating costs, telephone equip-
ment rentals, a large pait of maintenance cost (in-.
cruding upkeep of grounds), and so on.

[Another] source of potential saving lies in the
much more substantial costs of ,certain salaries and
services.. Although these are related to the lorigett
operation. and the size of thp student- body, they will
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probably not increase proportionately. Here we could
list such expense categories as those of the President's
Office, major administrative officials, information'serv-
ices, admissions, development activities, student serv--
ices, and accounting (other than that for student ac-
counts). . .

. Studies of these coat-eitollment relationships at
Antioch College, which will begin a four-quarter, year-
round edutiational program this July [1961], indicate
that we should be able to, increase the number of
students 'enrolled by, 25 per scent whilT holding extra
costs to 10 per cent," '

Capital 0 lay for Buildings c. .

e Pro bly the most important economies can be Made in
reduce costs of additional physical facilities. In the immediate
future the task of increasing financial support just for operating
expenses alone will be a formidable one. If, at the same time,
the tempo of providing additional bhildings and equipment is
to be stepped up drastically, the problem will be still more dif-
ficult. Even if the necessary financial support can be secured,
the time element .is important; it is improbable the facilities
can be planned and constructed rapidly enough to meet urgent
needs. .

.,,
Concerning _savings in capital outlay for physical plant,

Nelson Associate

..,

, ,.

..:......-

The.cent
calendar rest

make the following statement:
al argument of the proposal fora balanced

upon the demonstration' that a given
institution can accoihmodate m5ny more full-time
'students with the 'same 0'. It is a necessary. con-
clusion that capital costs per student place would de-
cline markedly.'

Hungate and McGrath also regard possible savings in capital
outlay for buildings as important.

While the primary justifications for the fourteen-
week trimester calendar are the more effective use-of
student time and more effective' use of fa ulty re-
sources and existing facilities, important 'sa *ngs in
capititl outlay requirements should also be r alized."

c
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Liter in their report Hungate and MCGrath go on Ito say;
. . . gime hundreds of thousands of additional stu-

dents could be accommodated in today's institutiOns
with little or no additional capital costs, although the
summer term in hot cliinates may require additional
air conditioning. . . With more effective utilization of
existing facilities, the erection of new buildings and the

.purchase of additional equipment can be avoided. }Ince,
the higher education enterprise is freed of the. cost of
operating, maintaining, and eventually replacing such
additional facilities.'
Finally, Hungate and McGrath summarize their vliws

regarding full-scheduleeconomies as follow's :

In view of the existing serious financial problems
in institutions of higher education, the economic advan-
tages in full-year operation are highly significant.' .

Muskin and Bokelman estimate that "approximately $23"
billion to $33 billion, 'varying according to the, enrollment at-
tained, will need to be expended for higher education physical
facilities from 1961 to 1975.'' After quoting this estimate,
McGrath added:

To the degree hat institutions can make fuller use
of existing facilit es by keeping them in steady use,
these figures ea be correspondingly reduced. The
three-term 41an will save taxpayers and donors millions
of dollars that would otherwise be needed for new facili-
ties under the conventional academic year4:.,

At the conference on the trimester calendar at the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh in 1960 it was noted that:

In the area of capital inyestment for plant, the ad- v,

vantage of the year-round calendar would seem to b
even more marked,. Again using the data from Penn-
sylvania, it is estimated that the three-term calendat
would reduce the money needed for this purpose by
about 40% [sic] and could postpone major expansio
until 1964, the year when the greatest increase in
enrollment wil Ably occur.'
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Rauh makes the following observation:
It may come as something of a shock to leartl that

investment in physical plant may well be as. much as
or more than $15,000 a student / If, then, a college
can increase its capacity without increasing its plant,
it has detoured a majOr financial roadblock. A .college
capable of handling a thousand students forjiine months
can shift to year-round operation [on the quarter. sys-
tem] and enroll one-third more students ItIthbut_adding
to its physical establishment''
Litchfield h'as emphasized the possibility of majo r savings 2

in building capital outlay..by adopting a y ar-ro program\
Says he: .

. . . a reasonably conservative calculatio (for 'the text,,,
decade) indiCates that if all inStitutions.
tion in the Commonwealth of Penns }Fa taiwere .to
adopt a year-round academic calendar;' Tie" three guar-

, ters of a billion, estimated for plant nee s under the old
calendar could be cut to less than a ha f billion. Simi-
larly, if all institutions ht the nation s a whole were
to adopt the year-round calendar, the bill for additional
physical plant over the next /decade could be cut ,from
$10 billion to about $6 billion.'
An unnamed writer for Newsweek 'magazine has made a

similar comment based on the University of Pittsburgh ex-
perience: "The University [of Pitt6burgh] has been -able to
increase the undergraduate' enrollment by 35 Per oent without

w expanding facilities. If all of the .nation'S soileges were to
`go trimester,' they would create space for another 1.2 million

(/

students."'
Ikenberry states that "total operating cost -per - student

might be reduced (perhaps in the region of a 10-15 per cent ,
maximum) due, to proportionately. lower overhead and adminis-
trative costs. Primary savings would be in capital construction
costs."

DATA AND OPINIONS FROMINSTITUTIONS STUDIED
So far in this chapter attention has been directed".tb what

other, writers have said abourfinancial implications of year-
rotind campus operation. Consideration now shifts to the ex-
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periences and the views the more tha 50 institutions in- I

eluded in this investigation, a hird of which were visited by
either one or both of the aut ors to gather first-hand infor-
mation. N4

This study confirms the initial opinions of the authors:
concerning the financial aspects of the 'full -yeat calendai very
little information of statistical accurac/ is available. Howe der,
until more reliable data are availabl , estimates and opinions
from those persons Neiho. have had eXperience with gear-round
operation, or who have given thougl# and study to the matter,
should be of value to others who are considering change in the
direction of full-calendar operation. It shouldn'be borne in mind
that the data presented in this sect)on are largely approxima-
tions or estimates. ' a'

,

As was to be expected, the institutions included in this
study show a wide variety of calend#rs, policies, and practices.
In the tabulations which follow, the total number of institutions
is not constant because replies to the questionaries. and to ques-
tions asked in the interviews were not complete in every instance.

Basic Period of, Employment
Among institutions operating on the quarter system or the

_semester system fifteen use 9 months as the basic_period of
. emilloyment; one uses 91/4 months; two use 10 months; ande '

one uses 12 -months. Among the trimester._ institutions, eleven
consider two 'rimesters per calendit year as the normal
basis of employment; six rise two and one-half trimesters; and

x P

. seven use three trimesters as the basis for the annual contract.

Salary Adjustments for Year-Round Service
In the quarter-calendar group all of the institutions offer

a full summer quarter. Compensation for the summer quarter
varies between half of the regular rate and the Tull rate for
the other quarters. One institution on the quartet system pays
a 'flat weekly rate to all summer faculty meilbers regardless
of rank... ,.

Among the semester-plan institutions the ,salary trate for
a 12-week summer pession ranges- between 20 and 33 per cent
of the two- semester -salary. One institution pays a flat summer
rate for each rank. One operates a 6-week summer session
(paying 15 per cent) ; 'one operates an 8-week session (paying

.
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20 per cent) ; and two operate 10-week sessions,(paying 24 and
26 per cent respectively).

In the trimester group, salaries paid for the third trimester
range from 15 per cent to 50 per cent of the salary paid for
the first two trimesters conbined. Modal pay for the third
trimester is about one -turd of the combined salary for the first
two trimesters. At.

Leave Policies
Visits to institutions and replies to questionnaires reveal

the fact. that in many institutions provisions for regular leave
in year-round colleges sand universities are either non-existent
or inadequate. In other institutions,. however, t leaye situation
is better. The following quotations from questionnaire replies
dacribe some of the more favorable provisions for-leave which \\were found among quarter-system and semester-system institu-
tions employing faculty on a 12-month basis:

',Institution A: "We have no sabbatical leave. W, grant leaves
for military services, sickness, graduate study, and for serving
for a- period of time on the faculty of another college or
university."

Institution B: "Faculty members are not allowed to teach
more than five weeks each summer or ten weeks on alternate
summers In addition they may apply for leave any semester,
with or without pay, for special purposes and projects."

Institution C: "One semester of leave at full pay is allowed
every seventh year." .

Institution D: One sabbatical year is provided after seven
years on duty. Faculty members receive full pay on sabbatical
leave unless they receive other income for their services."

Institution E:' "One quartor off with full salary is allowed
after teaching 12 consecutive quarters."

Institution F: "An individual is eligible to apply for a year's
leave of absence with half pay upon completion of six calendar
years, provided those years include at least, eighteen terms of
service; or twotterms of leave with half pay may be. earned for
each twelve terms of , service. Leave may accumulate to two
terms with full par or four terms with half pay."

Of the 21 institutions in the trimester- calendar group, 13
had workable leave programs in operation before adopting the
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trimester calendar. A variety of leave modifications were re-
ported. For example, one institution now provides/one trimester
off every four years rather than a semester off 'every seven
years. Another grants a sabbatical leave of one trimester after
12 trimesters of service. Three other institutions have made
plans for sabbatical or regular leaves. One of these plans pro-
vides for a leave of one trimester every three years for full
professors, one trimester every five years for associate profes-
sors, and no earned leave for the lower academic"ranks. .

Attendance During the Summer Period
Among institutions ororating on the quarter calendar, one

institution, a well known, teachers college, reported a much
heavier enrollment in the summer term than in any other
quarter. This, of course, is an unusual situation. Another in-

itution reported that its enrollments are approximately equal
in all quarters. Among other institutions, summer enrollments
expressed as percentages of fall enrollments ranged from 28
per cent to 60 per cent with a mean of 44 per cent..

Data from institutions operating on the semester calendar
are similar; summer enrollments expressed as percentages of
the fall semester, enrollment ranged from 30 too 70 per cent
with a mean of 45 percent.

Among institutions operating on the trimester calendar,
attendance during the summer trimester ranged from 30 per
cent to 80 per cent of the fell trimester enrollment, mith the
average seeming to beabout 50 per cent. Most of the institutions
in this group are still in a period of transition; enrollments
in the summer trimester will probably increase substantiAy in
the years ahead.

It will belnoted that, regardless of the type of year-round
calendar employed, summer enrollments in the institutions here
studied seem to average about' 44 per cent to 50 per cent of
the corresponding fall enrollments.

Estimates of Increases in Income and Operating Costs-
Based on Experience of Last Fiscal Year ,

An attempt was made to determine the relationship between
additional income and additional expense which could be related
to year-round operation, and to relate both of these to increased
productivity". For reagons already indicated,, kis has been a
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very, difficult task. Illustrative Of the_difficulty is the fact that /
among the institutions operating on the quarteepattern, or 'the
semester pattern, three institutions have be operating on the (a.

current calendar for one year, six,for t years, one for six
years, one for seven years, one for 10 y , one ,for 12, years,
one-for 17 years, one for 21 years,and's ven for periods of 33
to 59 years. For most of these institutions it is difficult to
isolate "additional income and additional expenses due to year-
round operation." One institution in this group which is operat-

e ing a 1041ger summer kasion this year than heretofcire, estimates
that additional income on account of the change will not balance-
the increase in expenditures.; alraher,a.that have made recent
changes estimate that increased income and increased ex-ii4
penditures are in approximate balance.

Among .quarter-system and semester- system institutions, ,
only those whose ''summer program has been substantially

tchanged recently" were asked to respond to the questions con-
--terning additional income and additional expense. Replies from
this group were so few in number that a tabulation would riot
be of value. Among the trimester institutions; however, the
estimated ratios, of additional income-to additional expense on
account of year-round operation. are shown in the following_

- . tabulati2n*: ,

Institution
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

7.-.)H
1 '

-i.. , ..,k1/4-1,
K
I.

M
11

Additieinalincome*

-3te
Additional Expense*

30'7(

'25 20
-0 5 3 -

15 i , 11 r

6 -.. 2

.15 6
..,

15 5..:

15 5
. 6 , s 6

,.

50 I 20t 20. 20
17

0
15

25 15
8 'r .10 .

or-.,
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Institution Additional Inc Orne* Additional -Expense*
O. 7 8

10 15

Note that only three institutions (N, 0,-P) estimated more additional expense than
o additional income.

The 16 reporting trimester institutions estimated that
annual expensesother than faculty salariesdue to year-
round operation have increased (or will increase) about as fol-
lows: non- academic salaries, 4 per cent; administrative costs,
5 per cent; maintenance of plant and grounds, 6 per cent;
operation of the library, 7 per cent; student personnel
services, 7, per cent; operation of the registrar's _office, 134 4t
per cent.

Two of the' new trimester institutions estimated that
cost per credit hour will increase because of year-round opera-
tionby 20 per cent and 8 per cent, respeOiyely. Two others
think it will increase but made fib estimate of the amount. Tivo
believe_ it will remain about the same as under the previous
calendar. Eight estimate that the cost per credit hour will
decrease in amounts varying up to 15 per cent; one estimates a
decrease of 33 per cent:

A spokesman for one of the trimester institutions summed
up the matter as follows:

Increased income, which many colleges and univer-
sities consider to be a regular part of year-round opera-
tion, does not follow regularly. On the contrary, what
follows regularly is only that which has preceded. If

...a college or university has a deficit operation in its two
regular semesters of operation, it will merely add to its
deficit in three semesters of operation. Only the school
which-regul'arly nibs a balanced budget from operations
or runs a budget with a surplus from operations on a
two-semester basis wjll note any real income gain from
a year-rOund operation.

."--substantiS1 increase in expenditures for student
activities, for hirconditioning all the physical plant, for
faculty salaries and staff personnel, and for scholar.-
ships and student` aid will be necessary. Year-round
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operation represents expansion and involves all the
risks Of such enterprise. No financial gain can inevit-
ably be implied.",

Among the trimester institutions, ..two indicated that they
did not expect any savings in 'capital outlay for buildings in the
next five years due to year-round operation. They alrady had
a backlog of building needs. Fourteen others, however, estimated
savings in the next five years ranging' up to 33 per, cent of
the value of present faCilities. The average expected saving in
capital outlay for buildings over the next five_ years is estimated
to be about 13 per cent of the current vaitie'of the preient
plant.

Estimates Based on Hypothetical
Equalization of Enrollment

The attainment of the objectives of year-round operation
is dependent in large measure on success -in increasing summer
enrollment. The institutions included in this study were asked
to make cetain estimates based on the assumption that approxi-
mate equalization of enrollment 'could, be attained at the level
gf the present fall enrollment. .

One important factor is the percentage of increase in the
number of credit hours produced for the year which would ,

result if this approximate equalization should be attained. In-
stitutions operating on the semester plan and the quarter plan
made estimates ranging from 7 per cent to 96 per cent with
the median at 27 per cent. Among institutions on the trimester
calendar, onean institution already near capacity in all three
.trimesters and with little room left for expansionmade an-
estimate of only 5 per cent. Other estimates ranged from
21 per. cent to 64 per cent with the median at 32 per cent.

The data. just cited indicate that equalization of enroNent
among all the terms of the year-round calendar will result in
substantial increases in educational 'services, and -probably in

"substantial economies. The fhiancial benefij4 of year-round
operatir will accrue to the degree that year - round equalization
of ensallitent is attained. A similar opinion is offered by
Sinion:

If there are not a sufficient number of students al-
ready in the fall and spring trimesters the college should,-
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consider whether or not it is economically'sound to enter
into the trimester program. Without an adequate num-
ber of students, such a system can cost rather than
bring additional money into the college.'

Prospects for Attaining Equalization of Enrollments
., In the main, respondents -in this study are hopeful that

progress toward equalization of enrollments will be made; they
are not very optimistic, however, as to the speed with which
approximate equalization may be achieved. When asked to
estimate the year in which this objective might be attained,
half of the respondents in the quarter and semester groups
combined would not attempt an estimate. Only two indicated an
estimate as early as 1970, and two replied "Never."

Although five respondents in the trimester group did not
attempt-an estimate and.althosua three others replied "Never,"
the members of this group were less pessimistic than respon-
dents from the other groups. Seven gave dates earlier than
1970 and three estimated 1970 as the year by which equalization
of enrollments will be achieved:

Financial Experience of Reporting Institutions
InstitutionS were asked in an open end question to comment

on partidular financial problems which have been encountered
,pr solved !--las a result of moving to year-round operation.

One Atitution reported that no appropriation is available
fOr the summer trimester but that so far it haS been made self-
sustaining. Five state Institutions reported that appropriations
for the summer trimester have been inadequate to make it equal
in program to the other two trimesters: One college reported
summer enrollment inadequate to merit operittion of all campus
facilities. One reported difficulty in working out satisfactory
methods of faculty employment and compensation for the sum-
mer period. One college reported great improvement in use
of facilities "which are in very short supply." Six institutions
volunteered the opinion -tiyat important gains h been made
in annual faculty salary. One stated that the "change'p7rmits
us to move ahead of schedule in-finding some facilities on student
fee income." One college indicated that the change has "in-
creased income 26 per cent and 'put'- the college on a sound
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financial basis." Two reported that "year-round opeiation has
moved us from red ink io black ink."

Summary of Comments on Financial' Implications
- .of Year -Round Operation

In another ,open-end question respondents were asked to
summarize briefly the financial Implications of year-round opera-

'tion in their respective institutions. Had a check list been used,
the number of responderits would undoubtedly have been, larger.
In any event, these comments have been condensed, grouped,
and tabulated as follows ;` in each case the numbei of respondents
making the comment has been indicated:
Comment Frequency
Additional income will more than, offset increased

cost 10
Additional income and additional expense wilT remain:

'in balante 6
There will be savings in capital outlay 6
Annual faculty salaries will improve substantially 6
Institutions will use facilities more effectively . 5.
Faculties will be used more effectively 2
Unit costs will decline 2
There will be little chahge iiroperating cost per unit 1,

The change will result in a sound leave policy . . 1

Earnings from housing and food services can be .

used for other services without increasing the
cost to the student ti 1

We have considered year round operation in terms
of service to students rather than from a
financial viewpohlt st 1

Further Calendar Changes
Most of the institutions Studied evidently believe that they

have made whatever ehanges in calencr or program are essen-
tial for some time to come. Only one )of the quarter-semester,
group foresees any important change in its calendar or program
in the near futtre. In the trimester group no institution anticV-
pates further calendar change.
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SONE VIEWS OF THE AUTHORS REGARDING FINANCIAL
IMPLICATIONS OF YEAR-ROUND CAMPUS OPERATION

Decision, egarding an institution's academic calendar should
not be made primarily on the basis of financial considerations.
However, the cost of higher education to the individual student,
to the sponsoring agency or to the tax unit, and to the nation
as a whole will be so great in the years immediately ahead that
the financial advantages deserve very_ serious attention.

Although it is not possible-at-Present to document the state-
ment statistic ritseetn,s reasonable to the authors to assume
th e operation is carefully managed year-round operation
of a college or university will decrease the unit costs of operation,
provided that the summer enrollment can be increased to ap-
proach the enrollment level of the other periods. Fifty per
cent of the fall enrollment is tentatively suggested as the break-
even point for a summer program comparable to that the
other periods.

The financial advantage of year-round operation is much
more important in the area of capital outlay for buildings and
equipment than in the area of operating cost. The financial
burden of providing additional physical facilities will likely
prdve to be the most powerful single influence in stimulating
year -round operation.
'1 It should be noted that there is also a financial advantage to

the individual student in year-round attendance. Temporarily the
loss of income from summer employment and the greater
expense of a 12-months. period may seem to indicate a Tinancial.
loss. However,. the total expense involved. in attaining a given
academic objective such as the baccalaureirte, master's, or doc-
tor's degree will not be increased and the student will be ready
at an earlier age fof niore lucrative employment.

Even if the student does not wish to accelerate his program,
the pattern of year-round operatOn may work to his financial
advantage. If he wishes to secure employment for a paOof.
th year, he may find it to his advantage to attend college or
uni ersity during the summer and seek employment at a period s
of he year when there is less of an imbalance of supply and
demand for temporary employees.

If it is agreed, that dantity and quality in American higher
education have a direct relationship to the economic health
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arid prosperity' of the nation, the increased /limber. of students
who can be accommodated in high quality institutions of higher
education is ''in itself a financial factor of considerable im-
portance.

It has already been suggested that year-round operation
will have the best chance for success both educationally and
financiallywhern the terms are of equal length and are approxi:
mately equal in the character of course offerings. No other
situation will proyide so favorable an opportunity for admission
of new students (influding transfers) throughout the year
and for uninterrupted progress, continuously or according to ,'
student's individual time pattern.

It has also been .suggested that in the long run, success
of year-round operation will be dependent upon equal faculty
pay for equal periods of time. Faculty members'- should not
be expected to work for indefinite or for reduced compensation
rates during the summer period. The wide variey of current
practices in adjusting salaries to year-round operation is to be
expected in vie*" of the transitional nature of this development.
Many institutions have had in the recent past a policy of paying
summer school salaries on, a different basis from that used
during-the "regular" year. Some have even found it necessary
to make commithents ',conditional upon the amount of tuition
and fees received, thus recitiiring the summer session to be self-

- supporting. Some citizens have taken the unreasonable position
that faml_ty member's have been paid an adequate salary for
the- entire calendar year, and' that 'they should be willing to do
'a little more work" for "a slight adjustment in salary." This
,situation has been particularly true where faculty members ein-
ployed for "the regular year" have received theii annual salaries
in 12 monthly payments. If the summer period is 'to become
a coordinate part of year-roUnd operation, it's only fair and
just that compensation for the'summer term be at the same
mentyy rate as that in effect for otherperiods of the year:

The transitional nature ofNthis development toward' year-
round operation has not been the sole reason for the delay
in establishing the principle of equal pay for equal amounts of
work. Many institutions have made the change or have taken
the. initial steps in the new direction .before appropriations or
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other sources of 'income ha,ve been increased in an amount suf-
., ficient tp cover the necessary additiqual expense. The legis-

laturesor the' supporting constituent in the case of private
institutionshave not -realized that the increased annual cost
may actually be an economy in terms of cost, per creditunit. The
current study' shows this to be entirely possible and even
probable. It is reasonably certain that this will be the case if
capital outlay for liuildings is considered along with current,
operating expenses. There is, therefore, every reason to justify
the p nciple of equal pay for equal work which the writeis
believe' to be so important to successful longterm year-round
operatidn.

The authors believe there will be a. trend toward 12-Months
employment for all faculty members, with reasonable policy
of variation in assignment to duties. Although it is too
early to show evidence that there is a definite trend in this
direction, it seems probable that most institutions operating on
a year-round basig- will ethe future pay their faculty members
on a 12-months employment 'basis. No other arrangement will
give the institution the s,aine assurance of-- being able to plan
a smooth operation,. pf having its faculty members available
when needed-, and at the smile time of dealing justly with the
faculty in the division_of ,duties and compensa:tion. Moreover,'
it is the writers' opinion that an equitable 12-months salary
will enhance the research efforts both of the individual faculty
member and of the institution. \

If the increase in summer enrollment develops as expected,
resulting hi more faculty meMbers working longer and more
intensive work years, provisions for regular leaves will become
essential. It will not only be necessary to Vary somewhat the
assipments. to duty during the work year, but also provisions
for riegulat leave will become imperative in order to combat
excessive faculty fatigue.

Year-round operation th a summer program comparable
tb that of other terms, with reduced per-credit-hour operating
costs, and with savings in capital outlay for buildings will not
prove feasible for any institution until it has reached the point
where it cannot accept all qualifed applicants for the fall period
or until that point is in prospect for the near future. As g general
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rule, successful year-round operation will be dependent on an
over-supply of applicants for the peak period.

A successful change to a new-type year-round calendar can-
not be made overnight. An institution approaching the limit of
its capacity in theVall term and expecting a continuing increase
in the number of applications for admission should begin ,its
consideration of possible year--round operation several years in
advance and initiate the change (if decided upon) in time for

-it to be in smooth operat4e before the enrollment situation
becomes critical.

The trend toward year-round operation will show a chain .
reaction acceleration as theNnumber of institutions on similar
calendar pat,terns increases. For example, institutions operating
on a trimester pattern will be handicapped so long as they are
"out-of-step"' with the calendars of most of the junior colleges
and other institutions from whom they expect transfers. All
yeaiound institutions will be handicapped as long as the' over-
wheing majority of American homes think of September
as the only appropriate time for the enrollment of entering
freshmen. But junior colleges alto may move to new-type year-
round operation and, given time, the "psychology of attending
college" is almost certain to be changed. i

,,,o,."°64.°4 Further experimentation and considerable variation in year-
round calendars are inevitable and ddirable. Drastic expansions
and modifications of programs and policies are blexpectedj
and to be encouraged if the necessities for igher edioation
in the near future are to be met. Finally, the fluid situation, the
imminence of, a -flood-tide of enrollments, and the probability
of numerous changes in the near future will necessitate frequent
evaluations and sharing of experiences.

, .
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Chapter 4

Case Studies Selected
Year-round Programs
in Operation

A

Earlier chapters have included the rationale for the,year-
round program; have considered the status, trends, and prob-
lems associated with the full-schedule calendar; and have given

401Special consideration to the financier implications of year-round
campus operation. In this chapter nine brief case studies are
included in order that the reader may see how a variety of year-
round calendars work in these selected institutions.

The authors are grateful to many per,sonsat least one
person in each of the colleges selected for inclusion in this
chapterfor assistance in preparing the case studies. In each
instance the appropriate person is identified; to each a them
thanks is here expressed. .

ANTIOCH COLLEGE*
Antioch .College began its current piactice of year-round

operation with the academic year. 1958-59: During the 'first
three years of its operation the summer quarter was eight weeks
in length. Summer erirollmerits under this. calendar in 1959 and
1960were 187 and 184 as compared with fall enrollments of 754

By Morris Keeton, Associate Dean of the Faculty,.:Antioch College.
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and 795 for the years 1958 and- 959, respectively. Effective with
the summer of 1961, the klmin quarters become 11 weeks (,

in length (all four, quarters thug bein approximately the same
iength). With this change, 'freshmen began to be admitted in 7
July as well as in October; enrollments were 683 and 698 in
the summer* as compared with 699 and 772 in the fall, fir 1961
and 1962, respectively.

The primary reasons for moving into year -round operation
were educational. The acadeinic terms prior to 1958-59 consisted

....,,, of two 8-week periods in the 'fall followed by two 12-week
periods in the winter and spring. Student's at Antioch alp
ternate between work and study undeeall`calendars. The-reason
for adoption of the 1958-59 calendar were the following: (1) to
make possible a reduction of student course-load to three or four
`courses at a time; (2) to eliminate beginning-of-the-year 8-
week study periods; (3) to perniit possibility of improved coun-
seling services ; '(4) to permit a time break of a half we

reported to ti job ; (5) to,shorten the teaching year from 4

e,1
,,,between the end of each study period andrthe dates student"r

weeks to about 34 weeks. Other advantages were considered
, (e.g., better use of plant) but were regarded ap secondary.

With the change in 1961. to four quarters of equal length,. -
financial and further educational objectives were e_ mphasized:*
11) to provide a complete separatOn of the two divisions of,_ ?

students (one entering in the summand the other in the fall)
until Ipir ?senior year in order to give the effect of a smaller
dollege. community ; (2) to provide strictly equivalent academic

*/**-----yeal-'s for the twe-divisions of ,student'S;' (3) to make better
4 .,use of the, plant and other facilit#s throughout the year; (4) to

.."--,,e/iminate't.te°"C-division" freshman year ,(a year in which the
,..p40t.udent'siraSon earnvus lot nine monthA,steaight) in favor of °

*1st, p;rmittihu "dviiiviAsth" year for seniors+, It was also decided" °, .,
take a 25 per call' icrease'iri sttikilt,,,ehroliment (from about

1200 to about 1500'in '4.a4idencei wiftleinCreasing fatillty. by
IA; more than 10 per. ht. It2was _believed that yearrround
dikration of dormitorianddining',13tIls with anore even dis- ,.,-
tribution of custom through thi year- would make for more'
favorable financial outconfs. lk. "this same time the College
entered upon a ten-year progra of improvement of, compensa-, ,--
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tio for faculty and other staff (doling faculty compensation,
fo example).

The oummer quarter is an ordinary quartet in terms of
student population, curricular offering, and faculty, although
there is some specialization by quarter. No special incentives
are used for summer quarter enrollment; it is required for
regular studentsas are other periods.

In 1957-58, tuition paid 57 per cent of the eshicatidnal cost
of Antioch; in 1962-63, 80 per cent. Average. facuffy compe/sa-
tioji 1957-58 was $6200; in 1962-63 it was $8800 (excluding
fringe benefits which also improved). Dining- hall and dormitory
operations are planned as break-even enterprises, /but this
objective has been met more easily and with move improvement
of facilities and services than before:

Dining Halls . . . 1957-58 Deficit $26,000
1961-62 surplus $ 5,000

Dormitories . . . . 1957-58 Deficit $ 8,000
1961-62 Surplus $60,000

The planned increase of students relative to faculty was carried
through.

It is difficult to a tribute specific financial gains or dis-
advantages to the year-- ound operation because of (1) continued
increase in cost of livi g, (2) qualitative improvements in pro-
gram and facilities, (3 the faculty benefiti improvement pro-
gram, (4) change in the duty year for faculty, an,d (5) problems
in the definition of terms. The chariged faculty- student ratio
could have 'been; managed in other ways. Thj. separation of
normal improvement of educational program-from extraordinary
steps, in an attempt to estimate financial advantages of a change
of year', 'is difficult.

Freshmen entering in the summer are at least as able
academically as those entering in'the fall: There is some evi-
dence from the sunimer of 1962 that summer grades may be
slightly lower' than those of othetqiiarters.

The Antioch experience suggests that addit?ori of the
year-round calendar/to the kit of management tools is an ad-

) vantage; but that caution rust be observed in attrilfaiting preci4
financial or' educational gains to this one factor.
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CHICAGO CITY JUNIOR COLLEGE*
" The Chicago city Junior College prior to September, 1962
was on a two-semester academic year. One-half of the junior col-
lege's branches were open..for an 8-week summer term,
/ In the fall of 1961 the newly established Chicago Teachers

College North instituted experimentally a trimester calendar
based on three 16-week trimesters per rear. During the year of
this experitnentation the sjaffs' of the, Chicago City <Junior
College and the Chicago Teachers College South carefully

- evaluated the new calendar-and reached a decision to "place the
Chicago City Junior College and the Chicago Teachers College
South on the trimester calendar, thereb-y bringing all higher
education under the Chicago Board of Education into the

trimester calendar.
In the fall of 1962 the basic plan was instituted, withethe

junior college splitting one of the 16-week trimesters to provide
a calendar with two 8-week terms beginning in January and-late
June (16-8-16-8). Because Chicago's high schools will, until
,1967, have mid-year °graduations, the junior college staff felt
it was necessary to meet the needs of these mid-year graduates
by using the 16-8-16-8 plan to allow for enrollment in the spring
trimester beginning 'March 1. s-

By the tithe- of this writing (April, 1963), the evaluation
of the experience with the winter 8-week term, has led to the
adoption of a new variation of the 16-16-16 plan, for- 1963-64.
The winter trimester beginning in early. January, will be scheduled
to permit January high school graduated to enroll in early Feb-
ruary for 12 -week courses normally meeting four times a week
instead of three for tree semester hours of credit. They will

# earn up to .12 semester hours in the three months of February
through April and be ready. to enroll in the full spring' trimester
beginnihg in May. The spring trimesterowill permit the offering
of 16-week and' 8-week courses beginning in el.ly May and
another series of 8-week courses beginniii,eih late June.

The principal reasons for intrOducing the trimester calen-
dar have been acceleration of students' progress, Increased
utilization ot high cost facilities, and inleased productivity of
the staff,

I

A

By Clifford G. Erickson, Executive Dean, Chicago Junior College.
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The increased productivity of the classroom teacher achieved
by compressing five-month semesters into four-month trimesters
was recognized at the inception of the new calendar by an across-
the-board increase of 15 per cent in basic monthly salaries for
teachiig personnel. ConverMon of policies on conditions of serv-
ice-such as pension, sick leave, and sabbatical leave from the
semester to the trimester plan is currently in .process.

The Chicago City Juipr COliege in the fall of 1962 served
over 29,000 students in eight branches. Comparing equiiralent
full-time units of educational service for the 10 months beginning
in the fall of f962 (16-8-16) with the 10 months beginning in the
fall of 1961 (20-20) has shown an increase of 27 per cent in
units of service. If this 27 per cent increase is partitioned into
factors, 12- perecent can be related to increasinlemand for
service related in part to opening new facilities in 1962; the
remaining 15 per cent increase can be related to the trimester
calendar which afforded an additional half trimester of service
in the 10 montcis beginning in the fall of 1962.

Theoincrease in salary rates and the increase in' units of
service have combined to keep u t cost of instruction in 1962-63
at the same level as in 1961-62. e increased seriVice has been
achieved with a very modest increas in adininistrative overhead.
It is safe to say that economies in plant utilization have been
an will be accomplished.

With adoption of the trimester calendar, Chicago City Junior
College reaches one more step in the direction of a total and
efficient service to the community. Beginning in 1948 the college
day was extended from 4:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Beginning in
1956 a prograf of expansion was undertaken to spread the net-
work of branches from three to eight units. In the same year,
1956, linadcast television was introduced as a means of using
home living 'rooms as classrooms. Recent years have brought an
expanding use of facilities-for summer instruction. The trimester
calendgr byings year-round operation in all branches with three
full trimesters of service per year replacing an annual calendar
with two semester§ and a two-fifth semester summer term. The
increase in service has affohled an increase in teaching salaries
without a change in unit costs. Higher salaries will aid efforts
to recruit outstanding teachers for the faculty of the Chicago
City Junior College.
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CHICAGO TEACHERS COLLEGE NORTH*
Chicago Teachers College North opened in September, 1961

on the trimester schedule and with an expe/)mental curriculum.
The students were comprised (if freshmen, all taking the new
curriculum ; transfernybranches of Chicago Teachers College
South, continuing with their old program ; and graduates pursu-.
ing in-service training. The undergraduate curriculum for the
new students followed the trimester plan ; transfers followed
the same class scheduling; _graduates followed the traditional
semester system, meeting classes in an "Extended Day" or
J`Late Afternoon and Evening" program running from approxi-
mately 4:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. In the slimmer of 1962, the first
summer session was conducted from June 2.5 to August 17 for
in- service training, the summer session being superimposed upon r.
the und graduate third semester, April 19 to August 27. "Un-
dergrad aces are not encouraged to 'enroll in the summer
session.

Changes Made during the second year'were: (1) a "pIck- ,
tip" of mid-year high school graduates in a 12-week (instead of
16-week) term beginning January 28, with three-hour classses
meeting four Tours perweek; (2) an ittditional, third, "Extended
Day" program for in-service courses, beginning April 29, 1963,
to run eight weeks on a double time basis. It is 'now expected
that subsequent scheduling -will-follow this pattern, with two
8-week sessions superimposedson the 16-week summer semester.

The rationale for ..adopting the original year-round opera-
film was based 6.n the following considerations: (1) college
facilities mat available)for studenfs are incr,eased 20 per cent
(eight, weeks each year) for many studentS ; (2) the... summer $1
session becomes part of the overall plan-; (3) each trimester
is equal to the usual semester in the traditional semester pro-A
gram at other institutiOns; (4) longer work periods and times
othei. than -summer are available for students who wish_ to
attend college only two trimesters a year; (5) a clinical intern -'
'ship for professional teacher 'education in addition to a liberal
arts education can be achieved in a four-year period. (Chicago
Teachers College students under the new program take eight .

By Jerome M Sgchs (Dean of the College), Matt L. McBride (Assistant Dean
Operations), and Hugh S Morehead (Administrative 4kssistantc to the Dean), all of ChicagoTeachers-College Nortbk .. . _
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trimestersAf work in liberal arts plus a ninth trimester in
professional teacher education. This is a content but not a
chronological pattern.)

The limited but specific experience of this, institution
with the new year-round'operation has been encourayrng. There
is general acceptance on the part of the faculty (a 15 per cent
monthly adjustment in salary having been made to compensate
for the former 18-week work being done in 16 weeks). For
the students, there has been considerable cafusion largely due,
to conflicting opinions and rumors surrounding their total
situation ; e.g., when would student teachiftg. actually come,
and how would the student's status be affected by dropping out
for a full trimester. Enrollment is definitely up, though per-
haps not as sharply as originally anticipated. T is situation will
be radically altered no doubt as other schools dapt themselves,
to the accelerated schedule. Credit loads of udents are the
same, Faculty loads are approximately the same, as'far ag total
classes handled; there is strong sentiment to intriSduce a reduc-
tion in view*of the greater effort required to "keerftp." Student
achievement as reflected in grades,. Would appear to be about
the same as under the: semester' plan.

- It should be remembered that this college has been in
existence less than two years. Consequently, comparative figures,
data, and statistics do' not represent as valid a study as would
be ,possible for a college, which had been in operations over a
period of three to nine years or longer.Y Studies and research
conducted in 1966-1970 will produce really valid and substan-

r
tiated results. .

I
It is true that there has been an increase in income. How-

ever, this has not been a really striking jump or_advancement.
Whatever increase there has been in income has been almost
immediately utilized to pay for additional and constant opera-
tional expenses of the college. All specific ,costs have mounted
because of the increased length of the school year. We feel that
this is balanced off in the more practical and efficient use of
the college facilities. All costs have increased for servic,
salaries, supplies, equipment, and operation. 'Along with thig is
the fasterdepreciation of equipment and facilities which will be
a factor in later yeprs in replacement costs.
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This being a-teachers college, the only objective is the educa-
flon of teachers through a liberal arts program plus sound pro-
fessional work. Certainly tri-semester is a practical and efficient
way to accomplish this objective. Through the years the financial
aspects will solidify and be of great value to the taxpayer.
The overall benefits to the student are of tremendous value fi-
nancially, so7kolly, psychologiCally, and professionally.

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO*
In 1955 the administration of the University of Colorado,

realizing the need for a highel degree of use of the physical
plant in summer, determined to do all possible which was equca-
tionally sound toward accomplishing this end. Up to this 'time
the, summer offerings' of the University had been primarily
for teacher education.

An immediate objective was to build the 'curricula of most
departments and divisions so- hat students could make substan--
tial progress in summer toward any degrees offered. The pos-
sibility for acceleration'was thus enhanced but students have

e "-----been urged to attend in summer for this purpose only.
Considerable Au-mbers now attend for different combinations of
tie three terms, fall, spring and' summer semesters, entering
aAd reentering as they see fit. About 3500 students attending
in the, spring semester continued during the summer of 1962.
Ai additional 2000 former students who had attended in previous
terms returned for the summer and some of these continued in
the, fall. The summer enrollment of 8000 in 1962 was about
equally divided between graduate and undergraduate audents.

Special emi)hasjs has been placed upon bringing to the
camptis in summer outstanding visiting faculty to supplemut
the regular faculty. Emphasis has heen placed upon the deve*-
ment of an excellent academic climate, through libr,ary develop;
*ment,,and use, and through special intellectual-cultural .prcr-
grams. Outstanding seriel of scholarly lectures have become
traditional and are well attended, often by overflow crowds!"
The Creative Arts Program including 15 nights of Shakespeare
plays in repertoire, the summer opera, the fine arts exhibits,
modern dance recitals, musicals and concerts of all types make
the summer semester outstanding in cultural as well as academic
ways. .

By John R. Little. Dean of the Summer Session, University of Colorado.
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The University has a standing committee worXingtwo and
thiee years ahead on the calendar. The committee has- consis.:
tently recommended for ad-Option the academic year of two 17-
week semesters and one 10-week summer session fall' exclusive
of orientation, advisement, regaration, and commencement peri-
ods) because it fits the University's, year-round program needs.
Recently, the committee has recommended, that the 10-week
summer session be called the summer semester. Responding to
the pressures of the times and in order to determine in what
additional ways the existing year-round program nay be im-
proved, a committee was appoined in 1962 to study year-round
aspects. Reporting recently, the Year-Round Operatibn'c9mriiit.
tee recommended that "since the, University already has a very
substantial year-round program and because the present calen-
dar pattern is satisfactory in most respects, the basic calendar
should not be changed at this time."

Although no3,survey of opinion ha S been made recently,
it is felt that a substantial majority of the faculty are well
pleased, with the present academic calendar and feel that with
some adjustments it should be continued. Students appear to
be happy with the plan. During recent years the summers
enrollment has increased slightly faster than fall enrollment,
although this trend may not continue unless further restrictions
are placed on fall admissions. Student credit and faculty teach-
ing loads in the summer session are about equal proportionately
to those of the fall and spring semesters. As faculty salaries

ef
havebeen increased in the summer,(larger and larger numbers of
the University's ,own faculty want to teach the summer,term,
although this is not required.

The University of Colorado has been able to maintain nearly
100 per cilit occupancy of its residence hall facilities in all_
terms for about seven or eight years. The same may be said
for classroom and teaching laboratory usage except for the
late afternoon hobrs in summer and evening usage year-round.
flow0er, it should be noted that if spring and summer student
edroHments and credit-hour production were to. increase to fall
levels this Would only mean a 16.6 per cent ,increase over present
usage.

Costs for year-round operation at the Universily of Colorado
have increased directly in proportion to the additional numbers
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of studentA enrolled. These increased co"sts-have been noticeable,
however) because as enrollments have increased and as faculty
summer salary rates% have' approached the standard fall And
spring rates, proportionately more University appropriated
money has been used. In other words, the summer has become
less and less able to support its instructional program from
tuitioiiincome but must now draw heavily from the General
Fund. Library usage has always been high in summer, but
additional student personnel services, maintenance services, and
the like will be necessary as summer, .enrollments increase still
further.

Although the University adopted the policy of equal faculty
pty in the summer term several years ago, it has been difficult
to finance the resulting substantial cost increase because legis-
lative appropriations for this purpose have not been forthcoming.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE SOUTH CAROLINA)*
As in many other small institutions, the major issue facing

Columbia College in 1957 was whether to retain the undeniable
advantages qf ered by its size and the nature of its student-
faculty relationship or to imitate the large university with all
its diversitybut. without its material resources. The Board
of Trustees authorized at that time a study of the trimester
system with the suggestion that ,here perhaps was a means
whereby the College's identity as a small institutior might be

_ preserved.

Subsequent discussion and deliberations involving students,
faculty, and interested friends explored many avenues and
approaches to this complicated subject. Finally, in May of
1961, after four years of discussion it was announced that a
trimester systemdubbed "The Columbia' College plan"wbuld
be inaugurated in September, 1962. On a yearly basis this pro-
gram would consist of three terms of 15 weeks each. Iristruction*
for sixty-minute' periods would be provided in lieu of the
usual fifty-minute recitations, establishing thereby a maximum
of 15 'credits per trimester.

But the decision to move to anew system was not an easy
on There were no clear-cut indications that a small college with
limitecIfinancial means should attempt such a project. However,

By Thomas D.. Schuler, Dean of the College. Columbia Collegt (South Carolina).
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it was decided to move forward with the plan on an alternate
basis because of th&following advantages:

'1 1. Columbia College could enroll more students without hav-
ing to increase facilities.

2. Students would be enabled to include in their educational
plan a year of graduate study at far less expense than is pre-
sently necessitated by a four-Mar undergraduate program.

3. This three-year undergraduate program would have more-
appeal tothe .intellectually gifted student thandoes the fotir-'
year-progratn and should appfeciably increase the overall quality
of the student body.

4. More economical use of the physical plant of the College'
wouldte possible. t

5. Students would be able to enter the labor market sooner.-
6. The three -year plan would help small, independent col:

loges to keep the happy balance between private and state-
.

supported institutions.
In September, 1962, this educatiorial venture began. For

greater flexibility the third trimester will be divided into two
4 -

parts _(severe and one-half weeks each) in order to maintain
the traditional, four-year program (September-June) along with
the new three-yeir degree plan, and in order to make it possible
for public school teachers and students from other colleges to
enroll during the summer session.

Obviously, with lea than a year's experience, it is difficult
to make obseryations about the new system, but generally
speaking, the indications from students, faculty, and staff tire
favorable. Enrollmelot (approximately 700) has been at capacity
for the last. five mars and the prospects for full utilization
of the residential facilities throughout the' year are good. Pre-
sently, the student credit loads are limited to 1.2 semester
hours for four-year students and 15 semester hours for three-
year students. Faculty teaching schedules of 12 semester '-
hours involving approximately 100 students are maintained.
The cost to the student of the three-year plan 1s less/ (by $.600)
than that of theTour-year program.. Despite the .eliange to a
new program, the 'grades of the first trimester reflected an
improvement over the first semester giades of former years.
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Increased income from year-round operation has come from 4

tuition and fees. Thus far, no additional regular gifts, special
gifts, or foundation 'grants to support the new cal&dar have
been received. This year tuition and fees were raisecslightly
to secure additional funds to extend year -round
one-half of the faculty.

Increased expenditures resulting from year-round operations
have gone primarly into instructional costs, salaries, "lan,-.1 ex-
penses. General administrative costs, operation 40mainten.a.xe
costs, expenses in the registrar's office,aneTibrary operatifig
expenses, have not inaeas4appreciably because of the trimes
system. Elleven-montiii contracts were given to the infirm y
staff this .year, accounting for 'a small increase in the oper ng
costs of this facility.

At this time there seems to be little chance of any- saving
in physical facilities outlay from the trimester system. The
only financial problem that has been recognized has been a
shortage of operating funds during the first trimester. This
problem occurred because the first trimester was shorter than
the first semester last year ; therefore, less income was collected.
This situation will level out during the course of the year.

The liberal arts college has a mission to provide a broad well-
'balanced education. Columbia College is committed to this ideal
and hopes through the trimester system to continue this tradi-
tion in the uncertain years ahead:

FLORIDA'S PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES*
The prospect of caring for rapidly increasing enrollments,

which has given grave concern in most states Of the nation,
has been particularly disturbing in .the State of Florida. In
July, 1956 the Council, for the. Study of Righer Education in
Florida recorffrnended "that the State of Florida prepare to serve
a greatly expanding enrollment of college students in the next
ten to fifteen years t nd that the plans be based on an expected
enrollment by 1970 of a least three times the number of students
attending college in the'state in-1955." Later enrollment ,records
and forecasts indicate tbkt this estimate was too conservative.
The latest projection prepared by the Institute for Social Re-
search at the Florida State University indicates that the un-

Ey Milton W. Carothers and W. Hugh Stickler, both Professors of Higher Education,
Raids State University.
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degracruate enrollment for the State of Florida in 1970 will be
nearly. four times as large as that of 1957 and that the under-
graduate enrollment in 1975 will be more than six times that
of 1957.

The rapidly expanding system of public junior colleges is
one phase of Florida's plan for coping with this problem. An
increase in. the number of state institutions offering upper
division (and eventually graduate) 'work is another. Private
institutions are expected to take an increasing number of
students, but not an increasing percentage of the total. In
addition to providing additional colleges and universities, the
state faces the necessity of utilizing present and prospective
facilities with g7ater efficiency.

During the year 1960-61, the Board of Control and its staff
and the administrative officers of the state universities began
a study of the possibilities for better utilization of faculty and ,

plant. The tempo of this deliberation
part

speeded up, when
the legislature in May 1961 made a part of the appropriation
for 1962-63 conditional upon a. certification that the public uni-
versities had inaugurated a plan for year - round operation which'
would equalize enrollment insofar as possible throughout the
year.

A faculty committee in each Florida public university de-
veloped recommendations. Although there, was, consultation
among these committees, a separate report was prepared by
each. The Board of Control decided that there must be approxi-
mate uniformity of"calendar among the four state universities.
Two uniersities recommended the quarter system; two recom-
mended the trimester calendar. On the recommendation of its
ExecutiVe 'Director, the Board of Control decided on the tri-
mester calendar.

The semester courses have been moved unchanged into
a etrimester of 15 weeks. The class period has been lengthened
so that the number of minutes of class work per semester hour
of credit remains unchanged.

During the first year of operation, (1962-63) the third
trimester has been divided into two equal parts. This permit
another option to the individual student in addition to the two-
trimester or the three-trimester yettr. It also provides in the
second half of the trimester a convenient unit for summer work
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by public school teachers. Some courses operate on a. double
time basis and are complete in a half trimester ; others run.
through the entire trimester. This arrangement is regarded as
transitional. It is probable that the half-trimester courses will
disappear and that a summer session (primarily for public
school teachers) will be superimposed on a regular trimester
operating concurrently.

All faculty members are employed for two and a half tri-
mesters per calendar year. On the assumption that two and
a half trimesters 'require 10 calendar months of work compared
with nine months for the former two semesters, an automatic
salary increase .of 11 per cent was given, with merit increases in
addition. Some faculty members are needed for the additional.
half 'trimester, and are paid an additional 20 per cent for the
additional time.

For the first half of the third trimester in 1963, the enroll-
ments in the four universities ranged from 48 to 62 per cent of
the respective fall enrollments. In each case the percentage
of fall enrollment was higher than for previous summer, sessionS.
The percentage is expected to increase substantially in.,subse-
quent summers. The 1963 legislature has made apProbriations
for the state's 29 public junior colleges'on the assumption- that -

some of them will go to all -year operation beginning with
the academic year 193 -64. This change in- .junior college-calendal.
is expected to facilitate greatly the equalization throughout the
year of enrollments inthe senior institutions.

Although it-has many supporters, the year-round calendar
has not met with universal acclaim in Florida's public univdr-

sities. Many people feel tht universities Were pushed into yea-
round operation before they were really ready for it. Students and
faculty members alike have felt "rushed"; the pace is fast.
Some members of thelfaculty consider the system of pay for the
two halvs of the t ird trimester to be inequitable. Faculty
members wh arily would like to teach or take work else-
where during the ,summer find that the calendars "here" and
"there" do not mesh; But the transition to the, new calendar
continues.' Another y.ear of experience ought to bring smoother
operation and wider student and faculty acceptande. In rapidly.
growing 'Florida there 'eeems , to be only one logical conclusion
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regarding some fora of year -round operation: "It is probably
inevitable."

PARSONS COLLEGE*
Parsons College moved into three-semester operation in June,

1960. Summer enrollment gains can be noted in the steady
growth from 325 in 1960, to 950 in 1961, to 1400 in 1962, and
to an expected 1800 this year. In ratio to regular fall and
spring enrollments, the summer enrollment gain has been
from 33 per cult in 1960 to better than 80 per cent in 1963.

The calendar at Parsons. College is simpler than that of
otheogtolleges on the trimester pattern. A third semester was
added in the summer months, which necessitated beginning the -

fall semester ten days -later than usual; the free time between
semesters' was also redueeck The calendar Year includes three
equal. semesters of 15 weeks each, plus. one week given to
final examinations and yegistration. Thus 48 weeks of the
year are consumed in academic course work. The other four
weeks are taken up in vacation breaks:, two weeks at Christmas,
one week at Easter, and one wee around Labor Day.-

A single modification of this calendar takes 'Mace during
the summer trimester to facilitate acceptance of new freshmen
who, because of the late date- of high school graduation, are
prevented frdm entering at the beginning of the term. These

' students take one 'course less -than the normal requirement of
five courses and begin three weeks later. This is the' "trailer"'

'session' Its vacation and examination periods coincide with those
of the regular session, and the semester comes to a close for

,all students at. the same time.
The college moved into the trimester program. because

this arvangement appealed to provide substantial gains (1) for
students, who would have. the opportunity, of accelerating or
of catching up; (2) for faculty, who could earn higher salaries ;

and (3) for the college, which with more complete utilization
could support greater, expenditures for an 'improved plant and
program.

To stimulate attendance, a great deal ha's been done to
enlighten both students and parents concerning the increased
opportunities available for success through year-round college

By Charles Sloca,.Dean of the Faculty. Parsons College.-41
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attendance. Further, liberal increases have been made. in term
of scholarship helps and loan possiliilitieS 'offset ,,the minimal,
type earnings which students and parents generally associate
with summer activities. Finally, the college has been seriously
concerned with providing adequate student activities .to insure
a typical college trimester in the summer months. During the
summer trimester the coqge has an extensive 'fine arts 'festival
bringing to the campus outstanding theatfe personalities, noted
music artists, and distinguished painters and` exhibitions. The
whole undertaking constitutes an activity which engages not only
thetudert.popu'Iation but lontributes substantially to the com-
munityi and' area as well. ill of this serves to give the summer
trimester an identity df its own comparable to that of- the fall
and spring semesters.

Xchievement in terms of academic performance is con-
s sistently good in the suihmer trimester. Returning students

have dope as well as they haw in, any other -trimester, and
incoming freshmen have consistently diine better in the summer
trimester than comparable student§ beginning in the fall.

The piogram at Parsons College is a .very workable one
which is producirtg: the anticipated dividends. There .are tre-
mendous benefits for the student, for the faculty, and for
the college. These are the results of careful executive planning',
efficient operation, and a considerable and' gegular amount of
steady work.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY*
In: the summer of 1961 the Pennsylvania State University,

motivated by the following purposes, launched its four-term
plan:

^ 1: To make human and material resources of the University
available on a year-round'basis.

2. To provide more flexible programs and procedures to meet
'the increased damands for instruction and research services.

3. To enable students to accelerate their college careers
and thus enter their vocations or further professional study
earlier. 13

In planning for year-round operation a University, senate
committee' was appointed which consisted of faculty members

By Robert G. Bernreuter. Dean of Admissions and Registrar, Pennsylvania State
Untvers ty
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and administrators. This committee considered semester, quar-
ter, and trimester schemes and came to the conclusion that no
one of these calendars had educational advantage over the others.
The committee then turned the matter over to the administration
for the final decision and implementation. the administrative
committee came up with the four-term calendar which is a
hybrid derived from the calendar arrangement of the quarter
plan and the schedule, course, and credit 4alues of the semester
plan. The final plan was accomplished by converting 50-minute
periods in a 15-week semester to 75-minute periods in a 10-week
term. The University has long operated in the summer session
with 80-minute periods, and professors and students have
had satisfactory experiences with longer class periods.

. Students and faculty carry fewer courses and credits in a
term and thus are able to concentrate their efforts in fewer
areas of study. At the end of the three terms they have covered
the same amount of work_ formerly covered in two semesters.

A substantial majprity of the.' faculty has apprOved the
move to year-round operation. Equal salary for all terms has
no doubt had something to do with this general satisfaction.
A recent opinion poll among students indicated about 50 per
cent approve and 50 per cent do not. Many of, the students at-
tempt heavy course loads because of a desire to finish in 11
terms or because of the high total number of credit hours requir-
ed in their Imajors. For many *student's the 75-minute class ses-
sions are unsatisfactory.

With the adveitt of the four-ter calendar a dramatic
increase in students making the honor 1 as been noticed.
The "flunk-out" rate has decreased. While increased selectivity
in admissions.probably accounts for some of this enhancement
in student performance, it is also felt that year-round operation
has evoked a greater seriousness of purpose among students.

Enrollment in the summer term has increased...ko 38 per
cent of the enrollment of the fall term. Previously, students
attended only six weeks in the summer. Now, ,of course, they
agend ten weeks. Approximate equalization M enrollments
ariiting the four terms will be realized when enrollment pressures
increase. - .

The. University has two plans for contracting with faculty
members. One is for a period of 36 weeks; the other is for 0
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, 48 weeks. Most of the faculty elect the second plan and the
policy is to increase considerably the number employed for
48 weeks. Those employed for the longer period do not neces-
sarily tea ,h all four terms but are expected to do scholarly
work or research in the term in which they do not have
teaching responsibilities. Most of the faculty on 48 week
contract's teach about seven out of eight terms.

After 18 terms of service (regardless of years) the faculty
member earns one term of leave of absence with full pay or
after 24 terms two terms of leave of ggence with full pay

,or four terms with half pay.
With equalized enrollmeq among the terms,' the University,

will be able to get approximAtely one-third more use out of
its capital investment. With, capital investment now worth
$150,000,000 this is equivalent to a saving of $50,000,000.

or

All housing and food se vices in the University are financed
with stu&nt.fges. By using hese serviies year-round, afnortiza- . rj
tion of loans is greatly facile ated. .

.

The greatest increase in cost has been in the area of aca-
demic salaries. There have also been increase in the cost of
operating the registrar's office and in maintaining the buildings
allt grounds. However, a.sizable portion of these costs have been
offset by-increased income from student tuition. The University
is now operating on a balanced budget after two years of inereas-
hig expenses-resulting from year-round operation.

111. This University's experience indicates that yearound
operatiOn is a good means of extending the human and material
resources of the institution at minimal-75r nominal cost.

UN ERSITY OF PITTSBURGH*
In Septemb , 1959, the UniversitRof Pittsburgh inaugurat-

ed the trimester calendar consisting of three 15-week terms
per year. The trimesters are identical and the student may earn
as many credits per trimester as he formerly did per semester.
There is..4o reqdirement for year-round attendance.

The primary reasons for the adoption of the trimester calen-
dar were:- (1) to enable the student to acquire both a liberal
and a professional education in a reasdnable period Of time;

By Hilda Jones, Staff Assistant, Planning and Policy Coordination, University ofPittsburgh
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(2) to give him an opportunity to acquire the expanding body
of knowledge in his field; and (3) to enable him -to begin his
productive career early in his prime. Although it is not un-
mindful of. the fiscal advantages attendant upon year-round
utilization of plant and equipment, the administration was not
moved primarily by those considerations in the adoption of the
calen'dar;. the educational, reasons for the adoption of the tri-
mester are 'of primary importance.

T(student enrollmentin the third trimester has been
proximately 50 per cent of 'the students who are eligible:This

includes those students attending schools and divisions of the
Univer§ity which are operating on thiltimester calendar. The
Schools of Medicine, Dentistry, and Law have riot adopted the
trimester plan. The Schools of Medicine and Dentistry, how-
ever, are\ operating-on a year-round basis. Students in those
schools- use the additiortai4ilallir special research
projects or for professional or -Personal enrichment.

Studies of students' attitudes as well as actual student be-
havior have .shown that year-round attendance bedomes more
attractive to the student as he nearshis educational goals.
Therefore, the graduate students are attending the spring tri-
mester more gensrally than are

to
at the undergraduate

level, and upperclassmen tend to attend year-round in greater.
proportion than underclassmen.,

A recent study, of performance of students on the Graduate
Record Examinations shows that students who'attend year-round
perform as well or slightly letter than- students who proceed,.
through the educational continuum at the usual pace. Another
study, not yet Completed, seems to show that the quality poi t
average of the. accelerates (students earning their degree i

fewer than four years) is slightly .higher -than the average QPA
*tor the thliversity'as a whole.

k current study of faculty attitudes toward the este
calendar, although not complete, seems to indicate no basic,

' dissatisfaction with the year-round calendar: One specific
indicator might be the increasingly hig,h caliber otenew faculty
members brht to the University. This would seem to show
that nationally, at least, faculty have no Objection to the tri-
mester calendai-: o

-
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There are certain obvious points relating' to financial con-
siderations. Plant utilization is certainly higher on a year-round
calendar than on any combination of summer school and work-
shop .program. Administrative costs ?Ise very slightly 'because
most of the administrators are on a 12-MOnth basis on any calen-
dar. The primary increased cost'for the third term is infaculty
salaries. These salaries, of course, are offset by additional
student tuition and fees. The one study of a fiscal naturk
which was done during the first year, on trimester operation
indicated that the third term tuition and fees of the. students
did represent a contribution to overhead.

A number of Circumstances militate against` a successful
attempt to estimate the cost of the third trimester. The Univer-
sity is ifs the midstof upgrading all aspects of the organization.
Included in these improvements are an increased facility' salary
scale, rising leyels of faculty gompetehce, increased research
competency and activity, and an expanding physical plant. The-
physic") plant expansion is necessitated, in spite of year-round
operation, because of the inadequacies of the present' plant. If
student enrollment could be made equivalent in all, termsand
this would imply almost equal numbers of new admissions each
term as well as equal student attendancethere is no doubt that
the year-round calendar would be moreeconomical.than the two-
term calendar. Pittsburgh however, it has been poky to
make third-term student attendance voluntary, and to make ti
third-term -faculty teaching voluntary.

As with all- its grograms, the UniverSity will examine the
trimester weration periodically to impl'ove it. Such a reexamina-/

'0 tion will be undertaken during the summer of 1963. At'tbat
..time, suggestions from the faculty, the student body, and the
administration will be considered. There is no intention of
abandgning the year-round calendar.* The opportunities for im-
proving t, however, will be seized,upon.
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Chapter 5

The Current Situation:
Summary and
ConClusions

t.

SUMMARY

A movement toward year-round campus operation is clearly
under way. Interest in the full-year plan, has never been greater

. than at present. There are educational, administrative, and
socio-economic reasons for seeki g more effective and more ef-
ficient ye'ar-round calendars.

Some confusion exists as to what constitutes a year -round
operation. Minimal criteria include (a) at least 40 weeks of
classes per calendar year together,with (b) curricular offerings
which make it possible for a student to complete the bttccalaure-
ate degree in three rather than four calendar years without
having to take a heavier-than-normal full=time course load. More
recent views, howeyer contend that it is not enough to make
three -year graduation possible ; it is also necessary to stimulate
and encourage summer academic aetivity and to move aggres-
sively toward equalization of enrollments in all academic terms.
The goal is to develop a better balanced, more unified year-round
program which studentsboth undergraduate and graduate
will pati;nize on a year-round basis. A relatively large number
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of colleges and universities meet the minimal criteria; the
number of institutions moving toward the new type year -round

,operation is much smaller, but growing.
Major attention is tieing given to the summer term to bring

it into line with the other terms of the traditional academic,
yearin fact, to make in interchangeable with the other terms.
Many inducements are being used to increase summer enroll-
ments. There is still studentand sometimes faculty-resistance
to summer work in college; in fact, this resistance at present is
the chief obstacle to successful full-schedule operation.

When year-round operation comes to an institution there
will be problems: educational problems, administrative problems,
faculty-centered problems, student-centered problemst_econoinic
broblems. These problems are discussed at length-hi* earlier
chapters of this report. The problemsarefeal but they are not
insurmountable.

Particular atte is given in Chapter 3 to the economic
aspects of the ear-round Calendar. Summarized in this chapter
are (a) the views di tiler writers, (b) the findings of this study,
and (c) some view of the authors regarding the financial im-
plications of full-year campus operatio

Included in Chapter 4 ar of case studies of year-round
pregrams in nine sele Cinstitutions. In these colleges. and_

_universities theor as been and is being translated into action;
these calendars are in actual operation. While probably every
one of these institutions still has problems in connection with
its full-schedule plan, substantial beginnings and progress have
been made and are being made in each case toward effective
year-round operation. At least they are trying!

CONCLUSIONS
Several major conclusions emerge from this study as

follows:

1. The movement toward year-round campus operation,
which has shown substantial growth during thepast five years,
will continue to grow. As 'college enrollments mount during
the next five to ten years, interest in the full-schedule plan will
be intensified and many additional institutions will move to year-
round calendars. Within the next few deCades year-round opera-
tion may become almost ujiversal in American higher education.

1-
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2. Various patterns of year-round calendars will emerge but
the strong tendency in the king view will be toward the new-type
goals (a) of terms of equal length, equal character, and equal
status ; (b) of terms having approximately equal admissions
and approximately ,equal enrollments ; arid, (c) of equal pay per
term for memberS .of the faculty and staff. Interchangeability
of terms is highly desirable in a successful year-round campus
operation.

3. Although no one system of Year-round operation is likely
to be established, the trimester Calendar seems likely to emerge
as the'modal plan. In,theory, it has bee?' shown to be the most
efficient plan and it provides the easiest transition from
semester operation to full-schedule operation.

4. Intensified efforts have been and are being made to
integrate and unify the academid year and to establish Bette;
balance among the terms. Particular attention is being given to
the summer session in'order to.increase enrollments, to upgrade
its character and status, and to-bring it into line with the other
academic terms.

5. The most important single obstacle currently militating,
against successful year-round operation is student and faculty
resistance to attending college in the summer session. Until thin
"American folkway" of attending college in the winter but not
in the summer is changed, year-round campus operation will be
a struggle. But mounting enrollments and pressure for admission
may change this "habit" softer than post people think.

6. If successful long-term year-round operatitin is to be
established, equitable use of faculty timeincluding teaching,
research, service, and regular leavewill have tO be achieved.
The writers believe the principle di providing regular faculty
leave is essential if such:a program is to work effectively over
a long period of time.

7. Intensive and extensive studies need to be made of the
effects of year-round operation on the quality of the institution's
total educational program. There would seem to be nothing)
inherent in the year -round calendar which would militate against
academic excellencein fact, year-round operation may well en-
hance the academic programbut much more evidence in the
matter is needed before firm conclusions can drawn.
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8. There is considerable = relimina y.,evidence to indicate
that successful long-term year-round operation will result in
substantial economies to the institution Ii'can be said with
reasonable assurance that the unit cost per full-time-equivalent
student will not be increased as,axesult ofyear-round operation
and that it probably, will be decreased:

9. Pie major institutional economies will result (a) from
more efficient utilization of the physthalPlant and facilities and
(b) froin long-term savings in capital outlay for buildings and
.equipment. There will probably be savings in operations once
the program, gets fully under way.'

10. Preliminary evidence also indicates that long-r4ngefi-
nancial advantages will probably accrue to students who attend
colleges and universities employing Year-round calendars. At
least the potential benefits are there.

11. To the writers, acceptance and establishment of the prin-
ciple of equal pay for equal periods of work is considered to be
extremely important. It seems unlikely that year7roundopera-
tion will prosper in thejong haul if this principle is not adopted:
At present it is not the modal system of pay in year-round
campus operations bUt there is some preliminary evidence that
this pattern of pay will, emerge.

12. The writers believe that the 12-month Contract (in::
eluding the principle of equal'pay for equal work) will emerge
as the ''standard" pattern of faculty remuneration: It is not
an absolute requilginent but it is felt to be desiratre (especially I
in facilitating the principle of interchangeability of terms), prot
vided the base salary can be made and kept equitable.

13: Before an institution ntoves into full-scale year-round
operation there should be enrollment pressure 'and pressure.for
admission adequate or more than adecfuate to fill the institution
to capacity during the5pliod of maximum enrollment. For some
time to clime at least f9r the next few yearssuccessful year-
round- .-ration will be dePendent in considerable measure upon:
an over supply of applicants for the peak (fall) term.

'14. Further experimentation with year-round calendars is
both inevitable and. desirable. All the answers are not yet in.,
Continuing evaluation of year-round operation is egsentiali. Ex-
change of information and- experiences among educators thd
institutions is desirable and to be encouraged.
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Institutions Included
in Present Study

1

Abilene Christian.Christian. College
Allegheny College*
Antioch. College *,*
'Bayloetniversity
California State College (Pennsylvania)
-Carletop College*
Chicago City Junior College**
Chicago Teachers College North**
Columbia College (South Carolina) * *
Delta College

.

.Emory University**
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical Universit y***
Florida At University* **
Florida College (formerly Florida Christian College)
Florida State UnNersity**
Fort Lewis Agricultural and Mechanical College*
George Peabody College for Teachers**
Georgia Institute of Technology **
Golden Gate(College*
Harpur College of the State University of New York*
Iowa State University of Science and Technology
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Jacksonville University**
Kalamazoo College**
Kent State University
Kentucky Southern College* o

Nebraska State Teachers College (Wayne)**
Oakland University (Affiliated with Michigan State University)
Park College*
Par Its College of Aeronautical TeChnology of -St. Louis University
Parsons College**
Pennsylvania State University**,
Point Park Junior College*
Shippensburg State College
State University of Iowa
State University of New York at BilffalO
Tarkio College
Taylor' University*
University of Alabama**
University of California*
University of Cincinnati
University of Colorado
University of Denver
University of Florida**
Univergiity of Michigan* **
Universityof North Carolina**
Uniyersity of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania

q
University of Pittsburgh**
University of South 'Florida** '
University of Southern California, chool of Business

Administration
University of Southern. California, School of Education
Vanderbilt University
Wayne State University
Wheiton College (Illinois)

This institution was e to furnish only limited information useful to this ^study.
*This institution was vied by one or both of the authors; of this report.

s
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Notes

'Included in this number are altthe 40 colleges and
,ties listed in The Year-Round Campus Catches On by Sidney G.
Tickton, a 1963 publication of The Fund for the Advancemept
of Education, 477 Madiion Avenue, New Yorlt 22, New York.

, 'Grayson Kirk as'quoted by the New York Herald Tribune,
June 2,- 1963.

,'Edward Harold Litchfield, Chancellor of the UniveKsity of
Pittsburgh, has developed a rather extensive rationale for year-

) round campus operation. This section draws in part from his
writings. . .

`Edward Harold Litchfield, ;Trimester: Education of Su-
perior Quality ina Shorter Length of Time;P CL4Sege and University
Business, Vol. 31, No. 1 (July,: 1961), p. 25.

p. 25.

', 'Charles M. Grigg and William A. Stacey, Projection to 1975
of Total Undergraduate Enrollment for the State of Florida (Talla-
hassee : Institute for Social Research, Florida State University,
1963).

'Litchfield, op. cit., p. 26.

' Tickton, op. cit., p. 6.
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°These views are elaborated in Increasing College Capacity iv fr
Calendar Revision, A Report to the State University of New York
by Nelson Associates, 1961, pp. 18-22.

'Elmer C.Easton, Year-Round Operation of Colleges, Engineer-
ing Research Bulletin NO. 41 (New Brunswick: Rutgers, the
State University of New Jersey, 1958).

"Nelson Associates, op. cit., p. 29.
'Mad L. Hungate and Earl J. McGrath, A New Trimester

Three-Year Degree Program, (New York: Teachers Co 11dge, Colum-
bia University, Bureau of Publications,. 1963).

"Grayson Kirk as quoted in the New York Herald Tribune,
June 2, 1963.

"Hungate and McGrath, op. cit., Foreword, p. vi.
'Proceedings of ,the Trimester Conference, University of Pitts-

burgh, June 15, 1960, p. 9. Unpublished document.
"David L. McKenna, "The Academic Calendar in Transition,"

The Educational Record, Vol. 43, No. 1 (January, 1962) p. 72.
"Wisconsin Study of Longer school Year, 1960, p. n,41imeo-

graphed report by Joint Staff of the CoordinAting Committee
for Higher Education.

"Unpublished report of the Calendar Committee, Ohio
UniverSity, January,. 1963.

"Hungate and McGrath, op. cit., p. vi.
-;''Earl J. McGrath, "Plea for the Year-Round College,"

New- Y 44 Times Magazine, (April 28, 1 63), p. 64.
. 'Easton, op. cit., p. 11.-
liungate and McGrath, op. cit., pp. 21-27,
'Data selected and rearranged from Hungate and McGrath'011*

J

Table Tyj,-,9. 22-25.

"fiungate and McGrath, op.. cit., p. 26.
'Ibid., pp. 26-27.

'Morton A. Rauh in Antioch Notes, Vol. 38, No. 7, April, 1961.
'Nelson Associates, op. `cit., pi 41.
'Hungate and McGrath, op. cit., p. 28.

p. 294.
'Ibid., p. 30.
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"Selma J. Mushkin (ed.), Economics of High;r Education,
(Wa.shington: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, 1962), p. 193.

IVIcGrath, op. cit., p. 62.
'Proceedings of the Trimester Conference, op. cit., p. 4.

'Rauh, op. cit., pp. 3-4.
'Litchfield, op. cit., p. 25.
'Speed Up on the Campus," Newsweek, 58:70-1, August,

1961.

, r

"Stanley 0. Ikenberry, "Year-Round Operation."' Mimeo-
graphed document prepared for the faculty of West Virginia
University, April, 1 3.

'From correspon ence from Charles Sloca, Dean of the
Faculty, Parsons Coll e.

!Richard M. Simon, "The Trimester Plan: Implementation
and Management," North Central News Bulletin, Vol. XXII, No. 2
(November, 1962), p. 3.
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Selected References

American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admis-
skins Officers (Committee on the University Calendar), The
University Calendar. Published by AACRAO, 1961.

Considers historical backgrounds, tyes% and comparisons
of academic calendars. Emphasiies need of planning before
*ender changes Includes cage studies of Dartmouth College
and the University of Pittsburgh. "The pressure for increasing
College enrollmentteari,d the greater number of students going
on to grlauate study are the new factors leading to a review
ofthe parent calendar Patterns. A year-round academic calen-
dar holds out the possibility of an increase in student capacity.',4,.

®, Easton, Elmer C., Year-Around Operation of Colleges. (En-
gineering Research Bulletin No. 41) Rutgers, the State Univer-
sity of New ',Jeisey, New Brunswick, 1958.

,
"The purpose of this bullet is to censifler some of the

major4actors involved in changing the academic schedule of a
univerky from the standard two-semester- calendar' year to
a program under which instruction is carried on throughout"
almost all of the calendar year." Analyzes advantages and
disadvantages of various operating schedules. Using idealized
mathematical models I operation, it was fotmt,tha,t the greatest
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increase in stud t capacity, the highest efficiency of operation,
and the lowest cost resulted from a trimester operation with
thrde e tering Classes per year, each of the same size.

Fre d, Marjorie, "The Antioch Plan," Saturday Review, Vol.
XLV, pp. 53-54: December 15, 1962.

"A variety of concerns motivated Antioch to change to a
twelve-month calendar: a desire to take its fair share of
rocketing- enrollment; the need to control costs through -efficient,,
year-round use of college resources; fehr lest mounting enroll-
ment destroy- its traditionally student-centered program."

'Hechinger, Fred M., "A Cure for Growing Pains," Saturday
Review, Vol. XLII, pp. 20-21 ff., September 12, 1959.

Reviews the emerging need for year-round operation, then
considers the trimester system at the University of Pittsburgh.
"Ik appears certain that changes [in the academic calendar] are
about to be made, and Pittsburgh has started the ball, rolling.
Conservatives will frown, and some will sneer. _Enthusiasts
will see utopia in the makirig. But nobody interested in higher
education will ignore the experimentone of the first designed
to deal dramatically with the coming .college crisis"

Henderson,- Algo IX, "A Critical Look at\ Year-Round Opera-
tions of Institutions,'" Current Issues in Higher Education, 1962, pp.
161-164, Association for Higher Education (NEA), Washington,
1962.

"Is year-round operatibn feaSible? The answer has to be
definitely 'Yes.' It has been tried and has been found to be
successful in operation. The problem that looms the largest
is: ften that of ,changing peoples' attitudes. Students have
bet found to be reasonably flexible, and they do respond."

Hicks, Weimer, "The Kalamazoo Plan," Saturday Review, Vol.
XLV, mi. 52-53, December 15, 19Q2. _

`"The new Kalamazoo Plan divides the year into four eleven-
week quarters of .three subjects each instead of the usual
five or.six.. Mo %t courses require more independent stud3, in
library or laboratory, less dependebce on classroom recitation.
The play differs from other quarter plans in that not all quarters
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I1.
are spent on campus. Credit is given for time spent in study
abroad' and for career and service activities off-canipus.'c

Hungate, Thad L. and Earl J. McGrath, A New Trimester
Thiee-Year Degree Program. Published for the Institute of Higher
Education by the Bureau of Publiations, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1963.

"The authors of this report firmly hold the convictiOn,that
radical alterations are needed, to adapt the academid,calefidar
to the changing conditions of American life," They recommend
an.: academic yep' of three fourteen week trimesters with the
baehelQ's degree ordinarily being conferred at the end of nine
trimesters or three coalendar years. "The .authors believe that
educational rather than fiscal' matters should receive primary
consideration in any revision of the academic calendar, blit

\, potential savings cannot be disregarded as inconsequential. The
fourteen-week trimester plan will result in substantial economies
in operating costs and material increases in teachers' salaries."

Kirk, Grayson (as told to StanIey Frank), "College Should-
n't Take Four Years,"Saturday Evening Post, Vol. 232, p. 11 ff,
March 26, 1960.44,

A leading Ambrican educator proposes a nationwide, three-
year trimester system which he says will benefit the student,
the college, and the nation. "The most insistent problem in
higher education today is the necessity to reduce the dine ,spent
in preparation for careers. The, trend toward specialization' and
the mounting emphasis on postgraduate work require men and
women entering professions to dIvOte nearly half their produc-
tive lives to academic instruction petore they can begin to sup-
port themselves and contribute their knowledge to the public
welfare. This is not only an intolerable social and economic
waste; it is also deterring many of our ablest students from
applying their talents to essential fields."

Litchfield, Edward H., "The Trimester System," Saturday
Review, Vol. XLV, .pp. 50-52, December 15, 1962. ,

Brief description of the trimester system at the University
,...,..../ of Pittsburgh. "Educators and legislates have gr=eeted it as ,

a means of getting more efficient use of existing educational:
plants, which cost the sameto maintain whether they are
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operated eight, nine, or ,eleven months of. the year. The plan,
if adopted nationwide, would reduce the $10 billion needed
in the next decade falte,y facilities to about $6 billion."

Litchfield, Edward Harold, "Trimester: Education of Su-
perior 'Quality in a Shorter Length of Time," College and Uni-
versity Business, VW. 81, pp. 24-27, July, 1961.

Si. if we are going to meet the needs of the coming
generation of students, we must make our resources go further
by more intensive use. Failure to do so means either a poorer
quality of education for a larger number of students-or a refusal
on our pae to educate man3, young people who are qualified
for an education. In our view neither alternative is likely to
help our nation in the competition for survival."

. .

McCabe, Joseph E., "The 3-3 Plan;" Saturday Review, Vol.
XLV, pp. 54-55, December 15, 1962.

"Yeth-round operation of our coiletes and universities is a
growing trend., We are going to see more demand from those
with support higher education for colleges not to stand idle twelve
to sixteen weeks a year as most campuses do now. Futher,
the possibility of completing the college course in three years
will be demanded by more and more students." .

McGrath, Earl J., "Plea for the YeLar-Round College," The
New York Times Magazine, April 28, 19, j). 52 ff.

"The situation today presents compelling reasons for operat-
ing colleges and universities round the catendar. They can be
classified under five headin?s: (1) the n(ed to ,speed up formal
preparation for adult life and work ; (2) he shortage of college'
and university teachers; (3) the need' to accommodate 'addi-
tional studerits; (4) the high cost, and the present uneconomical
use,of buildings and other facilities; (5) the need for higher
salaries for teachers." Strongly reconimends academic calendar
year consisting of three fourteen-we & trimesters and lists
advantages of such a sys m. The baccalaureate degree usifidly
would be conferred at th end of nine /rimesiers. and within
a hre&calendanyear span of time.

. , "

McKenna, David "A. Larger Look at the University
Calendar,'` The Educa tonal Record, Vol. 42, pi). 266-230, July,
1961.
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"The trends in university education make it imperative that
an academic calendar for the year-round operation of the in-
stitution be adopted. This. is required by the expanding enroll-
ments and the limited facilities, the range of;problems antici-
ated at both the graduate and undergraduate levels; the in-

ed length of time in prospect for professional education,
____ demand for countinuing educational services, and the grow-
ing emphasis upon snondored research."- lir

McKenna, David L., "The Academic Calendar in transition,"
, The Educational 'Record, Vol. 43, pp. 68-75, January; l.962.

"Year-round operation seems.to be accepted as an inevitable
part of the future for most colleges and.. universities in Anferi-
can higher education. This need for the full use of tie calendar
year is an outgrowth -of the increasing demands for the services
of the institution of higher education, tiarticularly: in terms
of the anticipated spansion of student. enrollment's. At the
present time, hoWever, this demand is not acute eno}igh td re-
quire immediate action. Consequently, the academic calendar
may be described as being in a state Of transition between the
traditional pattern of the nine-month calendar year and the
proposed full utilization of Ole-calendar year." . ;

Nelson Associates, -- Increasing College; Capacity 1y Calendar
Revisioh. -(A Report to the State. University, of New York.)
Privately printed, _1961.

A' report by Nelson Associates, management consultants,
to the State University of New York. Report states, "A balanc-
ed year-round calendar prdvides the best means of increasing
college capacity through calendar revision. . . The balanced
trimester calendar is slightly superior in efficiency to the
balanced four-quarter calendar ; but -either is far superior
in efficiency. to the conventional calendar, whether semester

tor

quarter." Concludes that for Maximum advantages the
erms must be eqqa1 in length, character, and status with equal

admissions every term. ". . . the4ifficiency of the calendar
increases, to the degree that these ideal conditions can be met."

'Rankin, Atd C., "The Trimeiter Plan of the University
of Pittsburgh," current Issues in Higher Education, 1961, pp. 167-
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17Q, Association for Higher Education (NEA),

"Higher eduCation must utilize what it has before it turns
to its friends, legislative or otherwise, for additional support.
In my state [Pennsylvania], it is estimated that the trimester
calendar will reduce the money needed for physical plant by
f9rty per cent and we will still need several hundred- million
dollars."

Rauh, Morton A., "College the Year Round,". Antioch Notes,
Vol. 38, April, 1961.

"Studies of these cost-enrollment' relationships at Antioch
College . . . indicate that we should be able to increase the
number of students enrolled by 25 per cent while holding extra
costs to 10- -per cent."

Simon, Riehard M., "The Trimester Plan: Implementation
and Management," North Central News Bulletin, Vol. XXII, pp. 2-6,
November, 1962.

Describes at some length the "implementation and manage-
ment" ,of the :trimester plan at Parsons College. "If there are
not a sufficient number of students already in the fall and
winter' trimesters, the college should consider whether or not
it is economically. sound to enter into the trimester program.
Without an adequate rfumber of. students, such a system can cost
rather than bring additional rnoriey into the college." -*

Stickler, W. Hugh, "The Year-Round Academic Calendar,"
Proceedings of the Thirty-First Conference of Academic Deans of the
Southern States, pp. 5-20, November, 1962. -(Mimeographed.)

Surveys problems and patterns of year-round operation. Re-
ports several inducements 'intended to increase summer enroll-
ments. Lists six optimum conditions for operating year - round.
-calendar. ". . . we shall Have more' . . .. year-round calendars.
And the reason is very simple: We' have no alternative."

Tickton,' Sidney G., The Year-Rou d\ Campus Catches On.
`Published by the Fund for the Advancer t of Education, New

York, 1963.

"Today no one doubts the soundness of the projection.
that a tidal wave of students is about to hit our colleges and
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universities. . . What to (kb about this has been plaguing
higher education officialsand trustees and legiklatom too. ..
There has been a casting around for ways of tackling the
problem. One approach (long suggested by both friends and
critics of colleges and universities) is to use classrooms, labora-
tories and libraries -more efficiently. . ." Booklet summarizes
data on forty institutions currently committed to and/or operat-
ing on year-round calendars.

Walker, Eric A., "The Nee0 for Public Co-operation," hiurnal
of Higher Education, Vol., XXXII, pp. 399-401, October, 1561.

"A large number of universities across the country, have
operated,c, for many years on schedules that permittedeven
,encouragedsummer attendance. Yet ai none o them does the
summer enrollment approach the enrollment 'Of (-the 'regular'

- school year. Why not? . . . The answer is simply that students
do notand evidently will notattend summer session's as a
general rule. Thaucustom of going to school during tbe winter
months and not during the summer month is an- American
folkway. : . Improvement must come through a change in
the attitude of the public."
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